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ON THE COVER:
As third culture and mixed culture kids
are very much the focus of this issue, on
the cover we had the great opportunity
to photo two fantastic young ladies, Lin
and Hailey, from Beijing City International
School (BCIS). Besides both of them being
obsessed with cats, both of their parents
come from different cultures and together
they are loving life in Beijing.
Photography: Dave’s Studio

PHOTOS: UNI YOU, KIPP WHITTAKER

38 Schooled

ESSENTIALS

A NOTE TO OUR READERS

Pros and Cons
What is it that motivates us to pick up everything we can
and firmly plant ourselves in countries and cultures that are
very foreign to us? It might be due to our professions, or it
might be the need for adventure, but regardless of these
experiences they can change us and our understanding of
the world.
Often I think about why I wish to stay in China, when I
could quickly return to America with my family to a small idyllic suburb, where it’s immaculately clean, warm most of the
year, only an hour drive from the beach, and there’s an above
average public school system. On paper, it all sounds great!
If we did make the move back, I feel there’s an essential
piece of my child’s identity that would be missing. From me, he
gets his usual mix of European ancestry that many Americans
share, but from his mother, he gets his Mongolian and Chinese
characteristics. Here he is complex, but if we moved back to
the States, he would simply be American. It’s an easy and not
very complicated distinction. But in China, his existence will
be heaps more challenging for him.
I am not trying to go out of my way to make my child’s life
more complicated, even if it may seem like that’s exactly what
we are doing. There are other motives at work. It’s kind of
like that Johnny Cash song, “A Boy Named Sue,” but without
the whole part about the father abandoning his son for his
drifter lifestyle.
I feel that giving my son an easy and convenient life, where
his identity is clearly defined, isn’t necessarily the best for him.
Beijing is by no means rife with discrimination for people like
my son, but I want him to be challenged culturally so that he’ll
not only be bilingual (or trilingual) but also decide who and
what he wants to be. To do this, he must remain connected
with his Mongolian Chinese heritage and hopefully feel as
passionate about this part of himself as his mother does. It’s
a beautiful thing to be proud of where you come from, and
in all likelihood, he won’t quite understand why it’s so special
until he’s older.
This issue is filled with people who have journeyed down
similar paths of discovery to those my son will need to eventually start along, together with some of the resources they
have gathered to guide them along the way.
We talked to some Third Culture Kids who grew up in Beijing
and eventually came back, to find out what it was about their
experiences here that led to their return (p48). In Schooled
(p38), we talked to Beijing international schools about how
they strive to not only help children discover a balance between being globally minded and maintaining their identity,
but also some of the tools they use to make these formative
years more fruitful. And on page 54, we explain how cultural
intelligence can help both us and our children to navigate
these complex issues.
All in all, there was a lot of fun had in the making of this
issue, and we learned a lot about how kids are not only susceptible to their environments, but also very adaptable and
strong when it comes to figuring out who they are and who
they eventually want to become.

Head to outer space, or at least
Shunyi, for fun in a good cause

Is China’s appeal for foreign students
fading?

May sees a number of opportunities for Beijingers to help good causes,
while having some fun too. The American Chamber of Commerce holds
its annual ball on May 11, with this year’s theme being “Mission to
Mars” – perhaps the beginning of a new space race? Amcham promise
dinner at the Tatooine Cantina, and a dancefloor that’s “out of this
world.” Proceeds go to Educating Girls of Rural China. More down to
earth, but no less dedicated to helping the needy, is the Mad Dogs China
fundraiser at Shunyi Riviera on May 18, featuring ten bands and a chili
cook-off. And there’s an intriguing newcomer to the Beijing scene on
May 19: Run to the Beat, a marathon and half-marathon with music,
in the incredible setting of the Ming Tombs. While this is a commercial
venture not a charity, there’s nothing to stop you signing up and getting sponsorship for your favorite cause. Details of all events can be
found on our website, www.beijing-kids.com (don’t forget the hyphen!)

We at beijingkids wish the very best of luck to those seniors at our city’s schools
who will be receiving their acceptance letters from colleges round about now.
Wherever they’re studying, we hope it’s the beginning of a wonderful journey
of learning and discovery. Meanwhile, the dramatic growth in overseas students
coming to China to study seems to have ground to a near halt. Almost half a
million students, 80,000 of them in Beijing, from 196 countries chose Chinese
universities for their studies – impressive numbers. However this represents
less than a one percent increas on he previous year, while numbers grew at
an average of 10 percent between 2006 and 2015. Whether this means that
recent clampdowns and closures have diminished China’s appeal, or simply
that the numbers have maxed out, remains to be seen.

The Hatchery closes,
but promises new
Sanlitun location

Hot and Spicy
Festival
On April 20 and 21, there
were over forty food and
drink vendors prepped and
ready for the Beijinger Hot
& Spicy Festival 2019 at
Galaxy Soho. China’s only
spicy food festival featured
a massive two-day Chili
Pepper eating contest, a hot
sauce testing station, a chili
roulette game for the brave,
two full days of entertainment, and lots of dancing.
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Kita Kits, Andy P!
Once again we are saying goodbye
to an important member of our team.
Andy Peñafuerte III, or Andy P. As he
is known to us, has been beijingkids’
Deputy Managing Editor since 2016,
and he’s a well-known figure in other
circles too, whether it’s networking
with educators, organizing events for
bloggers, or his activities in Beijing’s
Filipino community. We wish him all
the very best for his future adventures!

PHOTOS: THE BEIJINGER, ADOBE STOCK, ANDY PENAFUERTE, UNI YOU, AMCHAM

The changing of the seasons in Beijing always
brings sad closings of favorite purveyors of
food and drink, and openings of exciting new
prospects on the culinary scene. Culinary
incubator the Hatchery is closing its Guomao
venue The Arcade, home of Common Burger.
But it’s not all bad news: at the time of going
to press they were planning to reopen at a
new, undisclosed location in Sanlitun, so keep
an eye out for updates on our website and
our sister publication The Beijinger.

ESSENTIALS

Harmony and Steve

By Jin Chan Yum Wai

May 2019 beijingkids
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ESSENTIALS EVENTS

MAY EVENTS
Promote your family-friendly event on
the beijingkids website!
Submit your activity details before June 16 to
be considered for our June listings.

YCIS BEIJING MAY OPEN DAY:
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
May 9
Yew Chung International School of Beijing (YCIS Beijing) is holding an
open school day in May. Visit their downtown campus, located by the
beautiful Honglingjin Park, on May 9 for their Primary and Secondary
Open Day to learn more about the exciting learning taking place every
day in their Learning Communities. All ages. Free. 9-11am. YCIS Beijing.
(8585 1859, info@bj.ycef.com)

May 11
Are you a frustrated new teacher? Or are you a new parent wanting
to learn new parenting techniques? Or a veteran educator not understanding today’s students? Join Deborah Jones, a veteran teacher with
over 30 years’ experience, in this positive discipline workshop aimed at
helping you learn and practice positive behavior techniques to become
a stress-free teacher or parent. Adults. RMB 70 (includes a drink). Visit
our website for the registration link. 3.30pm. The Bookworm.

8
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May 11
Founder’s Day is the biggest annual event at Dulwich College Beijing
(DCB). This year, DCB will be highlighting the 400th anniversary of
their founding school in London, Dulwich College. The day will feature
family-friendly activities, live music entertainment involving hundreds
of students, and the famous International Food Festival with stalls run
by DCB parents. All ages. Free. 3-9pm. Dulwich College Beijing. (6454
9033, harmony.liaumueller@dulwich-beijing.cn)

MISSION TO MARS:
THE AMERICAN BALL 2019
May 11
The American Ball this year is out of this world! This space-themed
event features AmCham China’s famous silent and live auction, dinner
at the Tatooine Cantina, and an out-of-this-world dance floor. Proceeds
from the ball benefit the charity Educating Girls of Rural China. Adults.
RMB 1,550. From 5.30pm. China World Summit Wing Hotel.

PHOTOS: RAWPIXELS.COM VIA PEXELS, COURTESY OF EVENT ORGANIZERS

SAVE YOUR SANITY: HOW TO FIND
PEACE AS A TEACHER OR PARENT

DCB FOUNDER’S DAY 2019 CELEBRATING 400 YEARS OF DULWICH

EVENTS

ESSENTIALS

DEEPEN YOUR RELATIONSHIPS:
WORKSHOPS FOR COUPLES AND
FAMILIES
May 11
Professional coaches Virginie Mangin and Eike Westerholt lead this
workshop on dealing with challenges in relationships. Participants
will be able to explore the concrete tools for effective communication, conflict resolution, and addressing needs in a non-assertive way.
Adults. RMB 350 per session. 10am-12.30pm. The Bookworm. (eike@
eikewesterholt.com, info@beyondcoaching.me)

YCIS BEIJING GLOBAL COMMUNITY
DAY

MAKING MEMORIES AT CHAPTER
THIS MOTHERS’ DAY

May 11

May 12

YCIS Beijing invites everyone to their annual Global Community Day
(GCD), a school fair celebrating global citizenship and cultural diversity.
Lots of fun activities, beautiful performances, great food, and artistic
demonstrations will be on offer, as well as a new ‘wellness’ component
for visitors to explore. This event is open to the public and admission
is free. All ages. Free. 11am-3pm. YCIS Beijing.

Our moms deserve to be celebrated! Bring the family together and
spoil all the mothers in your life this Mothers’ Day at Chapter. Indulge
in a variety of delicious starters followed by the huge selection of all
her favorites and enjoy free flow wine, beer, and soft drinks. Each
mom will receive a special cocktail and a lovely dessert to take home.
All ages. RMB 328 per person. Noon-2.30pm. Chapter.

FOUR SEASONS AND ONE VIVALDI
PUPPET SHOW
May 11/12
Introduce your little one to the world of classical music with this fun
puppet show. Little Vivaldi is fascinated by the story his father tells him
about young Petrolino the shepherd, interwoven with details about the
four seasons. This award-winning English language play is suitable for
children 3-8 years of age. Ages 3-8. RMB 80-220. 10.30am-3.30pm.
Qinglan Theatre. (400 610 3721)

ART WORKSHOP
AT SONG ART MUSEUM
May 11-25
Atelier will present English-language art workshops accompanying the
exhibition of Louise Bourgeois at the Song Art Museum, surrounded by
the ancient dancing pine trees. It is a full-day art workshop designed
for students aged 8 and above. The class will focus on the theme of
sewing in Louise Bourgeois’ corpus. The Eternal Thread, which is the
theme of the exhibition, will be taken as a metaphor for the students
to develop their own story thread, from the ideas suggested by the
artworks. The teacher will show six artworks, of various scale and materials but all revolving around this theme. Ages 8+. RMB 675 (Atelier
students), RMB 750 (regular price). 10am-3pm. Song Art Museum.
(6416 1614, www.atelier.cn.com)

BSB SHUNYI EARLY YEARS OPEN DAY
May 13
The British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB Shunyi) invites prospective
parents to see the school in action and how they provide their students
with an environment that enables them to thrive and progress and to
be happy in their first school experience following the English National
Curriculum. Talk to teachers and visit the school’s Early Years area and
other facilities. Note that this event is open to prospective parents only,
so only foreign passport holders, please. All ages. Free. 9-11am. BSB,
Shunyi. (8047 3558, admissions@bsbshunyi.com)

May 2019 beijingkids
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SAKURA-THEMED DELICACIES AT
HOTEL NEW OTANI CHANG FU GONG
Until May 15
Enjoy the beauty of cherry blossoms and special spring- and sakurathemed delicacies at Hotel New Otani Chang Fu Gong on the Second
Ring Road. Chang Fu Gong chefs create these themed meal sets using sakura and other seasonal fruits and vegetables. They have also
prepared special seats with the best sakura view in Beijing. All ages.
10am-10pm. Hotel New Otani Chang Fu Gong. Contact hotel for pricing at 176 1093 8982 / 5877 5530, 5877 5531 or xucaibei@cfgbj.com.

“MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY
CURRICULUM IN A NUTSHELL”
WORKSHOP
May 17 and 31
Blossom Montessori is conducting four late afternoon workshops to
introduce their elementary Montessori program to prospective parents
and families. The following topics will be discussed in the workshops:
a day in an elementary Montessori class; movements and learning; an
overview of their Mathematics curriculum; and another overview of their
Language curriculum. Adults. Free but reservation required. 5.30-7pm.
Blossom Montessori. (135 8188 7792, admissions@blossom-edu.com)

IVY EDUCATION GROUP’S
UNITY DAY 2019
May 18
Ivy Education Group proudly brings a spectacular afternoon sure to
entertain, energize, and inspire the Beijing community. At their Unity
Day, there will be everything including a raffle corner, bouncy castles,
arts and crafts, STEM, sport activities, carnival games, face painting, and more! Non-stop entertainment on stage such as Daystar’s
Got Talent, an acrobat show, and three live bands including Beijing’s
award-winning favorite “The Hunters” will keep your feet tapping.
Then there’s mouthwatering food to satisfy all cravings. All ages. Free
admissions and activities. 3-8pm. Daystar Academy Beigao Campus.
(jaw@daystarchina.cn)

THE BEIJING FLEA MARKET
SPRING EDITION
May 18
Beijing’s one-stop shop, the Beijing Flea Market, is back this springtime
on May 18 at noon-6pm at Tech Temple Sanlitun. Shop around and find
great deals from more than 40 vendors with the best local, independent design and crafts from both established and emerging makers in
Beijing. All ages. Free. Noon-6pm. Tech Temple Sanlitun.

May 18
Bring the family along for a day of lively entertainment to Beijing International Bilingual Academy (BIBA) on May 18, when they celebrate
their annual Family Fair for the community. The fair includes pony rides,
water activities, sports, a fashion world, and music, plus a food court
along with many more entertaining features. This is a day for the whole
community to enjoy. All ages. Free admission, but there will be a charge
to buy vouchers to join games and activities. 9.30am-1.30pm. BIBA.

10
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MAD DOGS CHINA FUNDRAISER
May 18
Join Mad Dogs China for their annual fundraiser in support of Shepherds
Field Children’s Village. Your ticket gets you into a concert with more
than 10 bands, tons of kids activities, Bitburger and Chimay beer, plus
a chili cook-off, and there are fabulous raffle prizes to be won. All ages.
By donation. From 1pm. Beijing Riviera.

PHOTOS: RAWPIXELS.COM VIA PEXELS, COURTESY OF EVENT ORGANIZERS

BIBA FAMILY FAIR 2019

EVENTS

“RUN TO THE BEAT” MUSICAL
MARATHON IN THE MING TOMBS
SCENIC AREA
May 19
Run to the Beat Musical Half Marathon, 10K, and 5K will take place
in the Ming Tombs Reservoir Scenic Area in Changping District on
May 19, 2019. Live bands and DJs will be playing on course to cheer
for the runners. The music party continues at the center stage after
crossing the finish line. Ages 16+. RMB 248 (half marathon), RMB 178
(5k), RMB 218 (10k). Register at www.247tickets.com/t/runtothebeat.
Starts 8am. Ming Tombs.

ESSENTIALS

THE CHILDREN’S HOUSE
ART EXHIBITION
May 25
The Children’s House students will showcase their expression, interpretation, and development as individuals and artists at the school’s very
first art exhibition. In addition to the kids’ masterpieces, an interactive
artwork inspired by Japanese artist Kusama Yayoi will be displayed,
inviting children and parents to create a collaborative piece of art that
will be auctioned for charity. All ages. Free. 9-11.30am. The Children’s
House Oceanwide Campus. (RSVP: 8556 4611, info-oceanwide@
montessoribeijing.com)

May 2019 beijingkids
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THE FORBIDDEN CITY TOUR
May 17 and 30
Beijing’s premier tour operator, Bespoke Travel Company, is organizing a trip to the Forbidden City on May 17 and 30. It’s no surprise
Beijing’s most fascinating sight, has inspired an Oscar-winning movie
and countless Chinese soap operas: there’s enough murder, betrayal,
and intrigue woven into its 500-year-old story to fuel hundreds more.
With its rich cast of characters – concubines, court officials, eunuchs,
the Emperor – and wildly changing fortunes (to say nothing of its stunning architecture and symbolism), this is one Beijing bucket list sight
you need a professional to help you appreciate. Ages 12+. RMB 385
(including entrance ticket and tour guide). 2-5pm. Participants should
bring their passport to enter the Forbidden City. Meeting point at TRB
Hutong, Forbidden City East Gate

“A NIGHT TO REMEMBER”
CHARITY CONCERT
Jun 14
Daystar Academy, the Ivy Schools, and the Four Seasons Hotel Beijing join together for a charity evening cocktail reception… filled with
a cappella magic! In their first-ever China tour, Harvard University’s
all-female ensemble, the Radcliffe Pitches, and their brother group
the Harvard Krokodiloes are providing a one-night-only evening of
entertainment to captivate your heart and imagination. There will also
be a silent auction, with proceeds going to Dew Drops Little Flowers
and Educating Girls of Rural China. Treat yourself to an unforgettable
evening while making a difference in someone’s life. All ages. RMB 688
per ticket. Note that children aged 6 and above need a ticket. Ages
below 6 can sit on parent’s lap). 6-9pm. Four Seasons Hotel Beijing.
(186 0120 6155, jaw@daystarchina.cn)

Jun 1
Celebrate the bright colors of Philippine culture... in Beijing! Filipino
community group Kusina ni Kabayan, together with Pan Pacific Beijing,
invite everyone to Piyesta Kultura 2019, a festival where everything is
more fun. Indulge in native and tropical treats, revel in the festivities
that include a karaoke sing-off challenge and a beauty pageant, and
join the Filipino community in Beijing in celebrating their 121st Independence Day! All ages. RMB 178 (includes 4 hrs of selected free-flow
drinks and a RMB 20 food voucher), 10am-6pm. Pan Pacific Beijing, 2
Huayuan St, Xidan, Xicheng District. (WeChat ID: Kusina-ni-Kabayan)
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PHOTOS: RAWPIXELS.COM VIA PEXELS, COURTESY OF EVENT ORGANIZERS

PIYESTA KULTURA 2019:
THE KUSINA NI KABAYAN
PHILIPPINE CULTURE FESTIVAL

Share your new arrival and
scan this QR code!

Note that we will only publish
photos of babies born
in the last 12 months

Christopher Wang

American. Born on November 11
to Lesley Lei and Randy Wang
at Beijing United Family Hospital

Ina Scherb

German. Born on December 11
to Yvonne and Thomas Scherb
at Beijing United Family Hospital

Josef Pelle Knutsson-Hall
(Ren Junqiao)

Chinese/Swedish. Born on October 18
to Ren Congcong and Hannes Knutsson-Hall
at Peking University People’s Hospital

Leah Zhou

Canadian. Born on June 18
to Lillian Dong and Kevin Zhou
at Amcare Women’s & Children’s Hospital

Keira Riley Bueschlen

American. Born on December 12
to Mandy and Kyle Bueschlen
at Beijing United Family Hospital
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A Family
Affair

Fun in the sun as we
makeover mom,
dad, and
the kids too!
By Nicole Bonnah

PHOTOS: KIPP WHITTAKER, VLADIMIR LEVYK
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INDULGE LIVING

S

ummer is here, and this time around we decided to make
our Indulge makeover a family affair with mom Irina Levyk,
sons six-year-old Victor and one-year-old Makar, and husband and father Vladimir. All the way from Ukraine, the
Levyks have been living and working in China for three and a half
years. Homemaker Irina dotes on their boys and keeps the family the heartbeat of their lives, while Vladimir works for a foreign
business here in Beijing.
Irina’s style is usually quite casual most of the time, however
she enjoys dressing up for special occasions and when hitting the
town with her husband or friends. Irina tries not to follow trends,
but rather allows herself to be flexible with fashion, taking what
works for her while leaving what doesn’t.
Irina was extremely open to styling, hair and makeup options.
A natural brunette, we decided against blonde highlights and concentrated on accentuating her natural color with woody brunette
tones. We went with a medium-short and modern cut with a twist
from Kyle, who has injected new spirit into Catherine de France in
the half year he’s been working at the salon. Keeping her tresses
layered with lots of body, Kyle shaped her face beautifully in addition
to adding brown highlights to make Irina’s grey-green eyes pop.
It’s summer so it’s time for dewy, fresh, and natural makeup.
The key is to wear makeup that makes you look like you don’t have
any on! Irina was given a summery fresh look, with minimal foundation, highlighter, bronzer, nude lips, and pink pastel eyeshadow
that popped with banging lashes.
I’m not sure that any six-year-old looks forward to a trip to the

salon, so we let Victor have free creative rein over his look. On the day,
he asked stylist David for short back and sides with a styled fringe.
Like his father, he has beautiful natural blondes running through his
hair, so there was no need to add color. Vladimir also had a similar
trim by David, and to make Victor feel more comfortable we asked
him to bring along some of his favorite clothing that would go with
mommy and daddy’s new look. The result was laid-back casual fun.
For a subtle summer look we chose soft pastel colors and summery
motif wrap dresses from Svetlana Cheremnykh, a chic and modern
design line. Svetlana helps women dress to impress in Beijing, with an
eclectic and stylish line of long jackets, dresses, high-waisted slacks,
classic blouses and shirts, and accessories. The designer is a member
of the Association of Designers of Russia, and has been working as
a fashion designer and lecturer at a Raffles Design Institute for five
years. Aesthetics in addition to practicality is key for this designer, who
prides herself on creating durable clothing that can reflect a woman’s
individuality while also being comfortable and enjoyable to wear. We
finished off the look with epic jewelry from the Gemmu Designs Game
of Thrones creative line, by Veronica Ciecierska.
Keeping it a family affair was certainly the way to go for this
edition of Indulge. Why not do the same and get the family down
to Catherine De France for a family makeover for the summer? See
below for how to get any of the looks.

Hair and Makeup:
Catherine de France Salon, East Avenue Building G/F 10
Xin Dong Lu, Chaoyang District.
www.cathereindefrance.com. (8442 5120)
Jewelry: Veronica Ciecierska, Gemmu Jewellery.
Wechat: Veronica12040.
Dress: Svetlana Cheremnykh. WeChat: sv_chermnykh
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THE GREEN
PAGES

Sustainable lifestyle news in the capital
By Rebecca Archer

L

iving more sustainably should be a
goal for us all because of the challenges facing humanity and our
planet. Yet, the pull of consumptive
behavior is a strong one, and it’s hard to
break away from a culture we have grown up
in. Our habits of consuming without thinking
about it are having an enormous impact on our
resources, and it is time that we all became
more conscious about our behavior.
We can’t escape the fact that we still do
need to consume. So along with supporting
local artisans and producers of goods that do
so ethically and responsibly, another excellent
option is to buy secondhand. Certainly there
is a stigma about buying secondhand goods
– you don’t know where they have come
from or the kind of life they had before – but
as consumers are making more sustainable
choices, the market for secondhand items is
growing quickly, with secondhand clothing
in particular, expected to make up 1/3 of
wardrobes by the year 2033, according to the
Thredup Resale Report.
Why should you consider buying second
hand? For a start, it’s simply more sustainable. So many resources go into producing
our goods. In fact, 1,800 gallons of water are
used to make one pair of jeans, not to mention
the damage the production process does to
the environment. Buying secondhand clothing,
furniture, or any other item, ensures an item
is used for its entire life span, and reduces the
need to keep producing more.
Some items should always be bought new
(think bed linen, towels, and mattresses for
example), and if you are planning to purchase
any new items, then look for great quality that
will last you for decades to come.
Meanwhile, if you need new clothes for
yourself or for the children or some new
furniture, art or décor for your home, then
explore these options for second-hand shopping in Beijing.
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Buying Second-Hand:
An Alternative to Consumerism

ROUNDABOUT BOUTIQUE STORE
Beijing’s ultimate secondhand store with
everything from clothes, kitchen utensils,
bikes, sports equipment, furniture, books,
toys, you name it, they will probably have
it! Roundabout supports many local charities
through their work. Cathay View Plaza, No. 2
Xiangjiang Bei Lu, Chaoyang District, Beijing
WECHAT BUY & SELL GROUPS
With various groups for kids stuff, clothing, household items, WeChat groups are an
invaluable way of finding items that you need.
LIVE WITH LESS SWAPPING EVENTS
Held regularly in various locations across
Beijing, you can bring things you don’t need
anymore, and then take things you do need.

For upcoming events follow WeChat ID:
Crossboundaries.
CAR BOOT SALES
Many international schools hold large scale
car boot sales where people pay a small fee to
sell their unwanted items. Watch out for these
at Dulwich College Beijing (DCB), International
School of Beijing (ISB), and British School of
Beijing (BSB), Shunyi.
CLOTHES AUCTION NETWORK EVENTS
Held multiple times a month in private
homes, women of all sizes gather together
to share their unwanted clothing and raise
money for charity. For upcoming events contact WeChat ID: becstarnz

THE GREEN PAGES LIVING

Splish Splash Without The Trash
Your Guide To A Waste-Free Bathroom
Next time you are in the bathroom, take a good look in your shower and
cupboards. Although it’s usually the smallest room in the house, it’s responsible
for producing a lot of waste that ends up in the landfill for the next thousand
years. Although a lot of shampoo bottles and toilet rolls are recyclable, they
usually aren’t, so the simplest thing to do here is to switch your necessities to
Zero Waste alternatives.
Choose regular bar soap in paper packaging, as opposed to liquid soap in
plastic dispensers. Shampoo and conditioner bars are readily available online
here in China. For shaving, switch to a metal razor instead of plastic disposable
ones, and bamboo or wooden toothbrushes will keep your teeth clean while
ensuring that all your plastic ones aren’t still lingering around in the year 3019.

EXCHANGE THIS:

FOR THIS:

Sorting Your Waste
Beijing Style
If you’ve been living in Beijing for any
amount of time and have come from a
country with a particularly stringent waste
management system, there is no doubt the
system here will have you confused. Do
you sort the recyclables? Why is everything
thrown in together? Are they collected? Is
anything actually recycled??
We’ve put together a handy guide for you
to help you with your garbage woes.
1. Food scraps: the first thing you must
do is separate your organic matter. If you
can’t (or don’t want to) compost, then at
least collect your food scraps in a separate
bag and dispose of it in the ‘other waste’
bin. This will prevent cross-contamination
of recyclable items.
2. Recyclables (plastics and paper/
cardboard): wash them and put them in a
separate box or bag next to your communal
garbage bins. Many compounds have people
who will come and collect these items to sell
to the recycling companies. It’s helpful for
them if they don’t have to dig through the
bins to find things they can sell, although
they will do this anyway. If you know for a
fact that all the garbage is combined, there
is a good chance it will be sorted later, so
it still makes sense to keep the food waste
separate, bag your ‘other waste’, and keep
your recyclables clean and loose.
3. Always put ‘recyclable’ items and ‘other
waste’ in the correct bins to model good
behavior.

Changing to more environmentally friendly alternatives will have the added
benefits of saving you money, and protecting your family from all the harmful
chemicals and toxins that are within common household products.
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LIVING FEATURE

MELTING POT
Fun facts about living in a multicultural home
By Kipp Whittaker

T

here’s something beautiful about the thought
that you and your significant other, whether
they be from China or some other country,
are a collection of genetic memories that span
back thousands of years.
In my case, I can’t help but think about how for
most of history, each of our families existed on opposite sides of the planet surviving conflicts, famine,
and other challenges, then eventually on a whim our
paths crossed, subsequently altering the history of our
familial lines forever. Without sounding too royal in regards to the combining of our gene pools, and creating
new alliances between east and west, we both come
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from very different backgrounds. We are also looking
forward to how our child or future children interact with
these differences when developing a unique identity
of their own.
While the China experience is evolving and unique
for every expat, there are some things that ring true
for many, especially if you live in a multicultural home
environment complete with in-laws, ayis, and other
visitors. I’ve decided to compile some of the things
that make my China experience special, and hopefully
provide some sensible chuckles in the process.
From the bottom of my heart, I thank my lucky stars
to call these people family and Beijing home.

FEATURE LIVING

GENERATIONS
Many families have three or sometimes even four generations of family
members under one roof. I’ll be the
first to admit that when I learned my
mother-in-law was buying a one-way
ticket to Beijing, I was a bit nervous
about sharing a slightly cramped
apartment with another family member for an indefinite amount of time.
She’s a wonderful woman with a
beautiful heart, and she has always
been very supportive of my wife and
I. But I’m a bit of a control freak,
and I’ve heard way too many stories
about similar living situations that
weren’t always positive. I can now
say with certainty that having her
around and giving her and my son
more opportunities to get to know
each other has been amazing. I now
embrace having three generations
under one roof, and I’m not sure I will
ever let her leave. This also means
more date nights!

PHOTOS: KIPP WHITTAKER

COLD FEET
The health concerns regarding body
temperature and its effects on health
are still something I and many other
foreigners living in China struggle
to understand. I wouldn’t say it’s
anything that’s a constant source
of conflict at home, but it’s funny
to watch your son fully clothed with
jeans, shoes, and a jacket, just chilling on the couch watching “Peppa
Pig”, while you’re sweating and
chugging an iced tea and standing
on tiles barefoot. I haven’t attempted
to enforce a strict code of conduct in
terms of an appropriate skin to fabric
ratio for my son, and who am I to
argue with my ayi, mother-in-law,
and wife over 2,000 plus years of recorded traditional Chinese medicine?
I’ll stick to the things I know … and
maybe wear slippers.

PENDING
IDENTITY CRISIS
Our child is likely to be a little confused because though he has been
in China since birth, and is half Chinese, he might never be considered
Chinese by locals. His big beautiful
eyes, pale complexion, and light
colored hair make him unique. One
of the uncomfortable truths about
“being Chinese” is that it’s more
about looking the part than it is
about culture, language, or passport.
I would personally support however
my child chooses to define himself
(currently he’s a dinosaur), but this
will definitely be confusing in the
future as there are three important
cultural traditions (Chinese, Mongolian, and American) that will no doubt
be competing for dominance.

LANGUAGE BARRIERS
Your toddler spits out a mix of different languages, and while this
would be incomprehensible to most
people, you understand it as a sign
of intelligence and the gift they will
have of eventually being bilingual
or trilingual. It’s amazing, and can
also be adorable! However, patience
in letting your child discover how
languages are used and with whom
to use them with, and at their own
pace, is crucial.

COMFORT FOODS
I’ll be the first to admit that I’ve become a bit of a food snob over the
past couple of years. Maybe because
I’ve had the luxury of regularly sampling some of the best restaurants
Beijing has to offer; it’s my job! On
the other hand, it can be very nice
coming home from work every day
to your mother-in-law making various northern provincial staples (I’ve
coined the term “winter survival
food”) consisting of one meat, one
veg, and two carbs. That said, I need
to come clean about something. It
was once a dream of mine to be able
to eat Chinese food every day of the
week. While my reality isn’t too far off
from this aspiration, I think I’ll need
to start shouldering more responsibility in the kitchen to make sure our
diets are as diverse as our household.
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LIVING FEATURE
FORCED FEEDING
I thought for a while that my son was
a normal eater. But whenever family
comes to visit they kind of go out of
their way to tell us how skinny he is.
So, we’re trying to get him to thicken
up a bit. While force-feeding our son
has proven to be a futile endeavor,
that doesn’t stop my mother-in-law
from trying whenever she gets a
whiff of possible hunger. I admire and
praise her persistence, and she has
inspired me to try and do the same.

REVERSE
CULTURE SHOCK
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Through marrying into a Chinese
family, you’ve effectively doubled
the number of holidays or other
important events to celebrate. Good
luck keeping track! You now need
to know both Chinese and western
holidays, days that keep changing
because they are based on the Lunar
Calendar, and sometimes even those
controversial commercial holidays like
11/11. It can get very confusing, but
these combined traditions from the
west and east are the perfect way to
create an even richer environment for
a young person to grow up in.

When you return home to your passport country, you and your children
are easily offended by family members for their cliché ideas about the
other side of your family’s culture.
This leads to a lot of awkward smiles
and head nods, and small squabbles.
I’ve been asked the whole gambit
of questions, ranging from whether
Beijing air is really like smoking two
packs of cigarettes, to how the sushi
is here, and even been accused of
becoming a communist (it’s socialism
with Chinese characteristics!). There
are two sides to this, and even our
family’s Chinese side has its own
set of entertaining, yet sometimes
forward questions such as “do foreigners use chopsticks?”, “how much
money do you earn?”, or “can my
child live with your parents in America
when he goes to study?”

FAMILY REUNIONS
If you have a Chinese spouse, family
members will often come to visit you
in Beijing with little or no warning,
and the duration of their stay is also
usually not stated (it’s rude to ask).
It might be hours, or it might be days
or even weeks. Regardless, there’s a
big chance they will be hanging out
on your couch in their pajamas for a
duration of the visit. It’s actually quite
pleasant, and the hospitality is usually
returned when you visit these family
members in the future.

TRIPS TO VISIT FAMILY
When you visit family members in
other provinces, it is an event. Expect banquet-style meals, intense
drinking sessions for the husbands,
and hospitality that’s always beyond
expectation. It’s beautiful, albeit a
bit overwhelming. But we love these
visits, as it’s always about doing the
things that you just can’t do in Beijing. Whether it’s getting to know the
family elders, eating a particular food,
or just gazing at the stars outside a
yurt in a sea of grass, these are the
times when you get to really know
your adoptive family’s culture and
experience its history.
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FEATURE LIVING
FRIENDSHIPS

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

SPACE MANAGEMENT
While there are numerous benefits
to living in a household with multiple
generations, you quickly learn that a
minimalist aesthetic is unattainable.
I wouldn’t dream of “Marie Kondoing” my mother-in-law to fix this. She
brings way too much joy! However,
every area of our apartment is now
storage for every spare thing you can
imagine. If you have the luxury of a
balcony, it is almost certain that it will
be used to store cardboard boxes or
become repurposed to refrigerate
food during the winter if the icebox
is full. I’m not going down without
a fight though. This summer it will
become the cozy reading nook that
I’ve always dreamed it could be.

RELINQUISHING
THE REMOTE CONTROL
If you’re anything like me, you are
outnumbered when it comes time
to watch your programs. Your TV
might have an infinite selection of
“harmonized” Hollywood films, but
the youngsters watch their cartoons,
then Grandma likes to watch her
news after dinner, and when that’s
all over it’s bedtime. Not a bad thing,
but Game of Thrones is now in full
swing, and most grandmas probably
wouldn’t appreciate this particular
kind of programming that’s brimming
with fantasy violence and unsaintly
behavior.

WHAT IS HOME?
Home isn’t your passport country. It’s
where you make life and experience
new things daily. When you do return
to your passport country, you find
yourself feeling a bit like a fish out of
water; unaware of pop culture references and slang, and unaccustomed
to large single serving meals instead
of sharing a variety of plates with the
family. Ultimately home is just a place
where there is an intense concentration of love, feelings of warmth, and
an unlimited amount of selflessness,
and that’s what I feel between experiencing these shared moments with
my wife, child, and mother-in-law.

PHOTOS: KIPP WHITTAKER

There was one time shortly after the
birth of our son when my motherin-law wanted to feed our son rendered milk fat, or ghee, which can
potentially be risky for newborns to
consume, especially when they are
only a couple of hours old. Though
it has obvious health benefits when
it comes to digestion, it is usually
recommended after six months. My
mother was a little worried and advised against it. The answer to this
was to feed the baby the diluted ghee
in secret, without my mother’s knowledge. It’s something that Grandma
has done for all of her children and
grandchildren, and she wasn’t going
to risk not doing it with our little
one. These acts of turning a blind
eye to simple acts of noncompliance,
like turning off the air purifier, not
fully cleaning off dishes after use,
or redecorating our apartment with
floral fabrics, have become a source
of humor in our home, but no doubt
cause friction at times.

Much like the myth that your body
completely rejuvenates itself every
seven years, you lose and gain new
friends every couple of years as
well. Many expats like me are firmly
and indefinitely rooted in Beijing, or
China. It’s sad but a real part of expat
life that both you and your children
will be experiencing friends you love
eventually leaving. But look on the
bright side, now you have a couch
to stay on or a free meal in countries
around the world.
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HEALTH

NATURAL PATH

I

n this issue of beijingkids we discuss
the life and times of Third Culture Kids
(TCKs). It’s an experience that my children have definitely soaked up, going
to a local school, learning Chinese painting
and calligraphy, memorizing quotes from
Kŏngzĭ (Confucius) and being big fans of yóu
tiáo (deep-fried dough sticks). Most of the
research on TCK’s is very positive, explaining
the benefits in terms of developing resiliency,
a greater ability to deal with change and to
handle difficulties. Some of the negatives
include a loss of identity, lower mental/emotional wellbeing, and a greater risk for anxiety
and depression.
A study called, “Expatriate Family Adjustment: An Overview of Empirical Evidence
on Challenges and Resources,” published in
2018 in the journal of Frontiers of Psychology,
focused on the effect of expatriate life on the
family. I enjoyed reading the section that discussed the family dynamics that help facilitate
healthy adjustment, characteristics such as:
having a sense of adventure, flexibility, open
communication, and trying to establish friendships and connections outside of the family
unit. Their “findings showed that a successful
movable family should be adventurous, have
a sense of humor and good communication
where all members ‘pull in the same direction’
and all members are treated as important in
family decisions, family members need to
make an effort to socialize outside of the fam-
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ily and all the members should be committed
to the move.”
The researchers noted that challenges
presented themselves because of different
family members’ needs coming up at different
times, but that this “strain” seemed to bring
families together.
The study also discussed a well-known
“spillover effect” that takes place. When things
are going well with work in the host country,
these positive feelings spillover into that person’s family life, helping with cross-cultural
adjustment and even how well children settle
into their new schools. It was interesting to
note the significant effect of the family as a
whole over the individual’s ability to maneuver
the challenges of such a significant move. Not
surprising, having a supportive family environment, where family members felt comfortable
to share their opinions with one another, facilitated the adjustment process. Interestingly,
long-distance family support also contributed
positively to helping people feel connected.
Thanks to the internet, there are many ways
to ensure we can stay in touch with loved
ones, including social media and apps that
allow streaming of live video.
My family can definitely relate to the
conclusions of this study. However, there is
one common belief about TCK’s that we have
always defied, and that is the loss of identity.
My children were born in Canada to a Persian
father and a Spanish-Salvadorian mother with

African ancestors, and they are now growing
up in China. They have the blood of many
cultures in their veins. They are fortunate to
be able to integrate Chinese culture into their
identity as well. They belong everywhere, because wherever they are, they are inhabitants
of our planet, our home. The words “The Earth
is but one country and mankind its citizens”,
have always guided us. Exposure to so many
cultures has helped my kids become more
open and understanding, to have greater
resistance in dealing with challenges, to work
hard, to find balance, and be courageous in
new situations. I know that when they grow
up, their heart will have the capacity to be
happy, wherever they decide to call home.

Got a question?
Melissa Rodriguez is a naturopathic
specialist and mother of two. To find
out more, check out her website at
drmelissarodriguez.com
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MENTAL

CONNECTIONS
The effects of multiculturalism
on the mental health of children
By Andy Penafuerte III

A

How do you define a multicultural child?
Dr. Mehrvarz: A multicultural child could be either a child born
with parents from different nationalities with cultural uniqueness, or
a child spending the most part of his or her life growing up overseas
and exposed to local culture.

What kinds of issues do mixed-race or multicultural children
face?
Dr. Mehrvarz: Human beings sometimes have a tendency to become

part of a group of similar people and may, deep inside, reject other groups
based on race, habits, and cultural issues, among many other factors. This
might be due to the universal sense of insecurity humans may feel. And
in order to feel strong and safe, we need to join groups whose members
have similar experiences to ours. Of course, in our current civilized world,
some try to change that tendency, but one cannot deny that its results exist
almost in every culture. The mode of rejection, in this case, is due to racial
issues which can lead to what we call “prejudice”. Now, children who are
exposed to such resistance or prejudice from other groups obviously may
develop a wide range of emotional difficulties such as low self-confidence,
depression, anxiety, and possibly even learning difficulties. However, if the
parents of these children are emotionally secure, psychologically grounded,
have a healthy sense of self, and teach their children such attributes, then
these kids would be far less impacted emotionally.

What kind of issues do Chinese children experience when they
start living abroad?
What are the issues associated with multiculturalism and Dr. Mehrvarz: From my experience living in China for over two decades,
what effect do they have on the emotional and mental health some children are not psychologically prepared and or not old enough to
of children?
deal with culture shock, isolation, and the struggle to fit in, which every
Dr. Mehrvarz: Aside from the parenting style, which is important child can face when suddenly living in a new culture. Children need to

for children’s normal psychological development, multiculturalism
can become quite challenging for children. Of course, this highly
depends on the mode of parenting, especially when parents make
their children feel comfortable in a new culture and themselves comfortable as well. It’s hard for a child to accept a diverse culture if his/
her parents themselves don’t feel comfortable and often complain
or bring up negative issues about the local culture they are living in.
Childhood is quite a challenging journey, and if you add multicultural
factors such as the child not feeling they are accepted, this could
lead him/her to develop anxiety and depression. Sometimes, such
emotional manifestations can lead to a learning difficulty, anger, fear,
behavior problems, and more.
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live with their parents till the age of 18 to develop a healthy sense of self,
identity, and happiness. Otherwise, these children may develop a wide
range of emotional problems, which includes low self-confidence.

What kind of opportunities can we derive from multiculturalism?
Dr. Mehrvarz: The positive issues which can derive from multiculturalism

can include the child becoming part of the global human race, meaning
they feel comfortable with various cultures and habits, and enjoy the
positive factors which derive from all these colorful cultures. In adulthood,
these children can adventure to any corner of globe feeling comfortable,
excited, and able to face the many challenges they encounter.

PHOTOS: PHOTO BY MARKUS SPISKE TEMPORAUSCH.COM VIA PEXELS; COURTESY OF MIKE MEHRVARZ

s expats come and go in Beijing, they bring with them
their culture, which brings more diversity to the already
exciting and colorful Chinese capital. However, celebrating
multiculturalism here in China is easier said than done.
You may have seen or heard of local online articles that talk about
racism or prejudice in China, both on the sides of foreigners and
locals. There are polarizing opinions on that issue, but it becomes
contentious once it reaches the vulnerable minds of children whose
identities and perceptions of the world are still being formed.
For this edition of Doctor’s Corner, we invited Dr. Mike Mehrvarz,
a child and adult psychologist at the International Medical Center
(IMC), to talk about multiculturalism and its links to mental health
of children.

DOCTOR’S CORNER HEALTH

Celebrating Multiculturalism
Here are some healthy tips for parents to help ease complications
associated with being multicultural or mixed-race.

1

2

Seek psychological help if you have issues and/or
experience a feeling of anxiety, sadness, fear, isolation, and
other negative emotions arising from multiculturalism.

3

Promote a feeling of security and confidence
in children at an early age.

4

Seek psychological help for kids
if they have difficulty coping.

5

Teach kids self-respect
and respect for others at an early age.

6

Participate with schools to develop programs
that promote inclusivity, kindness, and harmony.

Initiate friendships and social gatherings
within the local community.

About the Doctor
Dr. Mike Mehrvarz, Ph.D. is a bilingual Chinese-licensed child and adult psychologist
from the US. Dr. Mehrvarz has extensive training and experience in psychological,
neuropsychological, educational, and developmental assessment, and treatment
of children from birth to age 18. He has been practicing in China for over 20 years.
(6465 1561/62/63, dr.mike@imcclinics.com, www.drmike.cn)
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Italian rooftop dining at Annie’s Ritan

By Nicole Bonnah
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PASTA, PIZZA,
AND LOTS OF PERFECTION

DINING OUT DINING

A

ll families need dining out staples
they can rely on: a place that is kidfriendly, provides ample options for
the little ones and the grown-ups
at the table, and last but definitely not least,
delivers on value for money with deliciously
tasty food. Annie’s has long been a place that
people depend on to dish out hearty Italian
cuisine that’s easy on the pocket and packed
full of flavor.
However, many carb-fest-fans provide the
restaurant with repeat custom through their
online delivery services, and rarely do they
venture out with the family to dine in. Newly
refurbished Annie’s Ritan is pulling out the
stops with a roof-top terrace and an aperitivo night to top all aperitivo nights. It’s clear
they’re out to remind us that their spot is not
just to be defined as your go-to takeout option, but that this little Italian haunt is indeed
family-night-out worthy.
The Suppiger family was the perfect household to sample the food and atmosphere at
Annie’s, Ritan. The family of four, consisting
of parents, Maggie and Todd, and siblings,
four-year-old Jeremiah and two-year-old Sarah
have previously been takeout regulars of Annie’s, but never took the time to dine in at the
restaurant. To test the waters, the Suppigers
brought along Grandpa Yu and Grandma Yu.
Annie’s didn’t cut any corners on their visit,
and the Suppigers tucked into a spread of Ribeye steak (RMB 198), Truffle Pizza (RMB 116),
their signature Beef Lasagna (RMB 49), Mixed
Cold Cuts (RMB 148), Mushroom Soup (RMB
28) served with fresh bread, and a number of
awesome sides, followed by sweets.
Todd, who works for the Swiss Embassy,
thought all the options were tasty, and homemaker Maggie tucked straight into the steak,
which she said she would definitely order
again. The kids are great eaters and not the

fussy type. There was no turning up their
noses at any of the familiar veggie options,
such as the house salad (RMB 38) or the grilled
vegetables (RMB 35); however, their favorite
dish was the kid-go-to plate of fries!
While the parents continued to enjoy the
red vino, Barbera D’Alba (RMB 139), the kids
demolished the trio of ice cream (RMB 30),
and the Tiramisu wasn’t at all a bad second
option. The evening was a great start to the
weekend, and the perfect send-off for a family who are about to end their adventure in
Beijing for a new one in Switzerland. Here’s to
the Suppigers and their new Swiss life! Wish
them well, and next time you’re thinking of
ordering an Annie’s takeout, instead call the
kids to grab their jackets and go on down to
Annie’s Ritan.
The weather is getting nicer, so sit under
blue skies on their rooftop terrace and soak
in the new revamped The Godfather theme at
the restaurant with movie soundtrack vibes,
replicas of the color palette used in the original
film, movie memorabilia, and more. Definitely
check out their new Aperitivo nights, with freeflow wine and beer with cold cuts, cheese, and
other sides from 6pm-9pm every Friday at the
Ritan location, every Wednesday at Annie’s
The Place, every Thursday at Annie’s Sunshine
100, and every Saturday at Ponte in Lido. You
are truly spoiled for choice! As the sign on the
door says, “Come As Friends, Go As Family.”

Annie’s
Daily 11am-11pm, Unit 2-3-93, Ritan
Highlife, (opposite north gate of Ritan
Park), 39 Shenlu Jie, Chaoyang District
(8569 3031) 朝阳区神路街39号日坛公
园北门对面日坛上街2-3-93号
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Have a Goodday Day

A deliciously simple breakfast in Bed
By Nicole Bonnah
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT DINING

I

love a good brekkie! Brunch is by far becoming one of my favorite meals, especially when
I can carve out some time to sit down and eat
a cooked meal for breakfast. This, for many,
usually has to wait until the weekend. My morning
brunch must always include eggs with a runny and
gooey center; however, deliver my brunch-stylebreakfast bedside and I’ll have them any way they
happen to be served!
I can’t remember the last time I had breakfast
in bed. It just happens to be one of the best, theweekend-has-arrived pastimes that everyone should
enjoy at least once in a while. The Goodday Brunch
team at the Hatchery showed beijingkids how to
whip up the best cooked breakfast for dining in bed,
perfect for welcoming in the weekend, a special occasion, or surprise.
Goodday Brunch is the new kid on the foodie block
at the Hatchery. Serving up rustic and delicious brunch
meals, every day of the week, showing Beijingers
that brunch isn’t just for the weekend or mornings –
brunch is life and can be enjoyed anytime, anywhere.
Take inspiration from Guangbo, the entrepreneur
behind the new breakfast concept, and cook yourself
or a loved one a gourmet Goodday Brunch breakfast
using the following recipe. Plump up your pillows,
put your favorite track on, and dine in bed in style.
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Eggs Royal
Ingredients
2 Eggs
1 Cup Smoked Salmon
1 Cup Salad Leaves
English Muffin

Hollandaise Sauce
4 Egg Yolks

1/4 Cup Lemon Juice
1 Pinch Salt and Black Pepper
1/4 Cup Salted Butter, melted
Method
1. Wash and scatter your salad leaves onto your
chosen brunch plate.
2. Butter the English muffin and lightly grill or toast
and place on top of salad leaves.
3. Bring to the boil and then simmer half a medium
pan of water. Poach the two eggs.
4. Top the toasted muffin with the smoked salmon
and poached eggs.
5. For the hollandaise sauce, beat egg yolks, lemon
juice, salt, and pepper together in a microwave-safe
bowl until smooth. Slowly stream melted butter into
the egg yolk mixture while whisking to incorporate.
Warm through and ladle over your eggs. Enjoy!
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Avocado and Eggs On Toast
Ingredients
2 Eggs
1 Cup Sliced Cherry Tomatoes
2 Slices of Sourdough Bread
1/2 Avocado
1/2 Cup Spring Onions
1/4 Feta or Goats Cheese
1 Pinch Salt and Black Pepper
Method
1. Wash and scatter your salad leaves onto your
chosen brunch plate. Wash, slice and do the same
with your cherry tomatoes. You can slightly grill your
tomatoes to soften.
2. Butter the sourdough bread and lightly grill or
toast and place on top of salad leaves.
3. Fry the two eggs to your liking.
4. Season and mash the avocado with a fork and
spread on top of sourdough bread.
5. Top the toast and avocado with your fried eggs,
season to your liking, and garnish with chopped
spring onion and crumbled feta or goat’s cheese.
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The Very Hungry
Caterpillar Necklace
By Wendy Xu
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A CISB student makes her mom
a creative and adorable gift for Mother’s Day

MAKER'S CORNER PLAYING

M

other’s Day is the perfect opportunity to show our love and thanks for the most special lady in our life through heartwarming
gifts. Crafting together with mom would be a fun way to enjoy family time.
For this issue, we invited Jenny Sabin and her 8-year-old daughter Penny, who attends Canadian International School
of Beijing (CISB), to make a creative and adorable caterpillar necklace. Jenny told beijingkids that Penny even got her
purple nail polish ready the day before shooting to match the caterpillar’s antennas. With laughter and bright smiles Jenny and Penny
presented us with this unique necklace.

Materials You’ll Need
• Red, yellow, green, and purple construction papers
• Green macaroni (or similar tubeshaped pasta)
• String or yarn
• Glue
• Single hole punch

STEP 3

Glue the mouth and antennas onto the
face, and make a hole in the face to
string them all together later.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 4

STEP 5

Cut out red paper circles about 1 inch
in diameter for the body, and punch a
single hole in each one.

Cut the string or yarn to the required
size. Thread one piece of macaroni onto
the string or yarn and add one red circle.
Repeat the pattern.

Cut out two circles from yellow construction paper and two smaller circles from
green construction paper for the eyes.
Cut a little green mouth and then two
purple antennas.

Add the head when the caterpillar is the
right length. Tie the string together to
form a necklace.
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Wild Geese

Students from Harrow Beijing City Campus
show their traditional Chinese paintings depicting geese
By Wendy Xu

T

he Art and Aesthetics pupils at Harrow Beijing City Campus have created a beautiful collection of goose paintings. Art and Aesthetics is an LSA (Leadership and
Service Activity) course, in which pupils are immersed in over 20 cultural themes,
such as Chinese painting, architecture, sculpture, and poetry. Learning Chinese
aesthetics and traditional art techniques from an early age, pupils are able to express their
understanding of the world in their own works.
Geese symbolize purity, rectitude, and idyllic natural beauty in traditional Chinese culture.
This collection showcases the students’ interpretation of the meaning of geese.
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Amy D. (Year 1)
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Ethan Z. (Year 1)

BLANK CANVAS LEARNING

Cici L. (Reception)

Elissa H. (Year 1)

Marquise M. (Reception)

Zoey L. (Reception)
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LEARNING FEATURE

Making
All the

Difference

When third culture kids are bullied
By Vanessa Jencks

B

rooke and Aeijaha are best friends at
a Chinese private school in Beijing.
Brooke is 8 years old, in second
grade, and has lived in China since
she was in kindergarten. When she smiles
her whole face lights up, with that light and
joy moving from the corner of her mouth and
spreading to her eyes and the rest of her face.
Aeijha (pronounced similar to Asia) is 9
years old, in third grade, and drips confidence
behind her cool glasses and hair, which looks
amazing no matter how she styles it. Aeijha
just moved to Beijing last year, after being
born and raised in Thailand.
Both are the children of expatriate teachers
and both have faced bullying for their appearance here in China, a problem encountered by
many expat children in a seemingly homogeneous society. Their appearance is unfamiliar
to the average Chinese family, and often local
children, teachers, and parents struggle to
relate to those from a diverse background.
Brooke’s mother, Mel Williams, first thought
her daughter was having difficulty due to
being new in China. “I happened to look out
the window of my classroom and saw that
she was on the playground and no one else
would play with her. She wasn’t crying, she
was sliding and playing by herself, but no one
would play with her.”
That day when Williams picked her up from
school, Brooke confirmed that no one would
play with her. “I told her that it was OK and
that we were new to China.” But as the year
progressed, Brooke still wasn’t making any
friends. “It took a while, but once she learned
a little bit of Chinese, then she started to make
a few more friends.”
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“She went through that in both kindergarten and first grade. I had to speak to the
teacher when kids started to bully her. They
would walk by her desk and snatch things,
then rip them up. Their solution was to separate these children from her.”
That didn’t really solve the problem, as
Brooke would continue to come home and tell
Williams she was being bullied. Then Brooke
began to fight back.
“Other teachers would come to me and
say that she kicked somebody or that she
pushed somebody down the stairs,” Williams
explained.
Williams feels it doesn’t matter if the school
is international or not, and in some ways she
found that it was worse in the international
school, where children seemed to be “cliquish.” She suspects the root issue here is
that when children grow up inside the same
circles, they aren’t comfortable with making
friends outside of their normal social circle.
Williams’ main tactic as a parent has been
to help Brooke use her voice and to treat
others with kindness. “I’ve told her that she
has to use her voice, because she has one.
She needs to tell people the things that she
doesn’t like, and if it doesn’t stop, she can
find something else to do. And if someone is
bullying her, she can tell someone and ask for
help. I would tell Brooke to always be polite
and to introduce herself to people.”
Brooke had a better year in first grade
when there were other expatriate children in
the classroom. Issues remain with a handful
of students who are not accustomed to nonChinese peers, and these students will at times
seek to be negative toward her.

Aeijha told me her parents have a similar
response. They told her “treat people as you
want to be treated,” and to rise above the
bullying.
Besides simply looking different to peers,
another issue of bullying is hiding behind language, when a peer is unaware that the girls
can understand them. Williams told us: “I just
reported to the teacher for the second time
that a boy had been picking on her in class, not
realizing her Chinese is actually really good.
He tried to deny that he was picking on her,
but another child confirmed it.”
During Aeijha’s interview, she confirmed
that hiding behind language is an issue, and
that in her own bullying experience when a
group of older boys had made fun of her,
calling her “fat,” they didn’t know she could
understand them until the boys were confronted by the Student Affairs office. The
principal required these students to apologize,
but Aeijha felt the apology was inauthentic
and “it really didn’t help.” When asked why,
she explained they clearly were being forced.
The only incident of bullying she experienced
in Thailand at the International School of
Bangkok was followed by a sincere apology
from the student.
For Brooke, talking about bullying was
much harder, and she wanted to present to me
a picture of a strong girl who ignored bullying
and dealt with problems herself. As we went
through questions, Brooke would give Williams
a look of, “I’ve got this. No, I’m not sharing
that story.” Brooke began to tear up when she
shared what her teacher said after a bullying
incident, “My teacher said, I am perfect the
way I am. It makes me confident that I can

FEATURE LEARNING
about diversity.
“When students where judging other students based on skin color, I actually made it
a point to make a lesson devoted to diversity.
I told them that if they practice this behavior
abroad, people won’t take it lightly. I reminded
them, they are all citizens of the world. They
will meet many different people from many
walks of life and by judging solely by skin
color is racist. Also it is highly offensive and
someday they might be the victims if they
continue this behavior.”
Parents were not contacted in any of the
cases, and the school overall did not offer
support to teachers, students, or parents in
dealing with either bullying nor diversity. Instead teachers would talk among one another
to make sure if a particular student was being
targeted, they could all be on alert and address any incidents that might arise.
Thomas suggested for teachers, “One
great resource, although dated, is A Class
Divided. It is a great resource to promote
diversity and understanding especially in
younger kids, as it touches on race and passing judgment based on skin color.”
For parents, Thomas stressed the importance of being in the lives of children, asking
questions and making sure the child feels
comfortable talking. It is also important to
know who friends are and to sometimes ask
difficult questions, especially if a parent might
suspect their child is bullying someone else.
“Finally, don’t pass judgment. Give them the
reasons why it is wrong to target someone,
don’t just yell at them.”

While interviewing both girls, I couldn’t
help reflect how my own children have fared
in a Chinese private school. My son has been
accepted easily, has had many friends, and has
been even called “zhongguoren” by his peers.
My daughter, being blonde haired and blue
eyed, has not fared as well, including some
teachers assuming, despite her bilingualism,
that they can’t explain to her well if they don’t
use English. But I learned to make extra effort
so she would thrive socially.
My biggest tip for younger ages is to send
a bag of candy or rubber erasers to class with
your child, so even for that day they’re the
classroom favorite. I also make sure to stay
on the “good side” of teachers, as they are
my child’s biggest advocates in the classroom.
One of my favorite stories is when her
homeroom teacher stood up and explained
that, “Yes she is different, she has different
color hair and eyes, but we are all a family
here in this classroom. We help each other.”
Lastly, though it wasn’t always easy to
overcome culture, language and my own
introverted personality, I made sure to hang
out with the parents of her classmates so
she would have additional opportunities for
one-on-one time with her peers. Children who
had bullied her would stop when they saw
how much their parents liked my daughter.
It paid off, with many of her kindergarten
friends remaining her friends even when
they transferred to grade school and different
classrooms.
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deal with these problems.”
Williams’ suggestions for schools and
teachers is to offer sensitivity training so students have expectations laid out for them of
how to treat others from diverse backgrounds.
Teachers need to be on the lookout for signs
of bullying. “For parents, they need to build
their child’s self-esteem if you’re choosing to
live abroad in an unfamiliar place, especially
if local children are not open to expats.” She
encourages parents to talk to their children
about people who are different and how
to have friends who are different. She has
noticed that any child who is “different” can
cause other children to make fun, as she has
witnessed this with overweight Chinese children and an Autistic Chinese child.
Preston Thomas, currently employed at
RDFZ Chaoyang Branch School as a Senior
English Teacher, has lived in China for eight
years and witnessed bullying due to differences while at his last international school,
where the makeup of students was more
heterogeneous.
“One incident was because the student
was… half Chinese and half Australian; he
was ridiculed because he was not fully Chinese
and his Mandarin was not good enough. He
was also insulted because his parents were
divorced. Other incidents I saw were Chinese
students insulting each other for darker skin
tones.”
Thomas confronted this issue and others
like it by talking to the students being bullied
for both comfort and encouragement, but by
also using the opportunity to explicitly teach
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Adapting
and

Defining
Teaching about identity and community in
Beijing’s international schools
By Kipp Whittaker

Harrow Beijing’s Zhi Li Society
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B

eijing now has nearly 150 English-medium, K-12 international
schools, and the number is growing every year. Priorities
for these schools are usually focused around providing high
quality academic education, and offering a range of extracurricular activities to encourage students’ interests and talents. But what
are schools doing to help students cherish their own unique cultural
characteristics, while also discovering, experiencing, and possibly
adopting the cultures of the country that they currently call home?
Whether you are from a multicultural family or a Third Culture Kid
(TCK), the process of finding your identity or sense of home is never
crystal clear. That’s why culturally-focused study and increased sensitivity to the needs of a diverse student body are taken very seriously
in Beijing’s international schools.
Ralf Mayenberger, in addition to being an English and German
teacher at Beijing World Youth Academy (BWYA), is a parent of two
Third Culture Kids. Last year he was asked as part of a BWYA student’s
independent study project to take part in a TEDx talk on campus exploring this topic of TCKs. He began his research by creating a 78-question
online survey for students to get involved. What he began to realize
through his findings is that many children don’t have the luxury of the
universal idea of home being a single place filled with familiar people,
and a sense of familial history, like he had grown up within Germany.
New definitions of home are created by the connections made
through being in and exploring a particular place, specifically the schools
which these students attend. It was through this that he realized the
importance of friendship and the school environment for TCKs. It’s
friendship which not only allows kids from multiple cultures to find
comfort in very foreign settings, but it also gives them the necessary
skills to adapt and create a sense of home anywhere around the world.
Being an international student means receiving an education that
was created to establish globally-minded individuals. While many
consider this to be one of the essential skills of the future, becoming
globally-minded doesn’t come without its own set of challenges and
confusion.
About this Mayenberger commented: “One thing about identity is
that it’s not so easy to say what you are. So if I ask my children, ‘What
are you? Are you German, or are you Filipino?’ it’s not so easy to answer. They might say ‘I’m Chinese’ because they were born in China.
At one point my daughter said she was English because that was her
first language. I’m from Germany, and my wife is from the Philippines,
so both of those choices have nothing to do with our household.”
For many expat children born in China, being considered Chinese
by the general populace is not an option. There are obvious hurdles in
regards to receiving physical proof in the form of a Chinese passport,
but then there are other differences that are glaringly apparent. For
many, when it comes to being viewed as Chinese, you either are or
you are not.
So there is a big responsibility for international schools to compensate for this deficit and create a classroom environment that’s
equally accommodating to foreigners and locals alike, building the
perfect foundation to influence students to think more globally, and
adapting traditional and local methods to make sure the needs of all
students are met.
One example of adapting a curriculum to fit the needs of a diverse
student body can be found at The International Montessori School of
Beijing (MSB), where currently 21 nationalities are represented. One
thing that’s notable about MSB is that its approach towards Montessori learning has been altered to better suit the needs of Beijing’s
foreign children, along with the children with foreign passports who
might nonetheless identify as being Chinese. They call this the Dual
Language Program (DLP). Kids are made to split their day between
both English- and Mandarin-focused instruction to make sure they get
equal exposure to each language, along with its respective cultural
and social offshoots.

SCHOOLED LEARNING

Ralf Mayenberger

MSB’s Principal, Rufus Samkin, says; “There’s a big part of the
Montessori curriculum called Cosmic Education, and so, kind of ironically, Cosmic Education focuses on how civilizations of people are the
same, what their similar needs are. From early elementary school, the
children are challenged with this concept that there are all of these
people coming from different places. They look different, they speak
different, they eat different things, they have different religions or
beliefs or ceremonies, but they are tied together by similarities.”
As a child, Samkin was in a similar position to many of his students.
He too was a Third Culture Kid, following his father as he was assigned
to work on engineering projects across Africa. He went to local schools,
learning the local language, and did his best to assimilate into these
cultures. These formative experiences also influence his understanding
and governance of MSB, as he’s well aware of the importance of providing students with a learning environment which is mindful of the local
culture, but which also needs to remain in line with the international
standards of the Montessori pedagogy. It’s about finding balance.
Though MSB’s dual language program has an established track
record, providing young students with the best of both worlds, currently they are also looking into the One Person, One Language model
(OPOL), which has also proven to be highly effective in this sort of
multilingual learning environment.
Samkin said: “One of the beautiful things about the Montessori
model is that it’s so adaptable. By design, and something that Maria
Montessori wanted from the inception, it is something that could
transcend cultural barriers and could be taught anywhere by anybody
because it’s taught in the language of humans and not in the language
of any one culture.”
Thinking about what we share as human beings is essential in keep-
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Rufus Samkin
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“Through the Zhi Li Society we want to help and facilitate our students
to understand who they are, where they come from, and what they
would like to be in the future. Because they are all, in a way, in a third
culture environment at this school.”
While the arts and crafts, which are very much a part of the Zhi Li
Society, provide entry points into a greater understanding of Chinese
culture, their main focus is the organizing of events and other schoolwide activities that correspond to the Chinese holiday calendar. So
far they’ve run poetry contests, left Lantern Festival-themed riddles
around campus, and are even hosting a “Dragon Boat Race” between
Harrow Houses on the football pitch in June.
While the society’s weekly meetings are only open to students in
Year 4 and above, Nathan Moore, Economics and Business Studies
teacher, said; “I think it was the activities that we’re running within
the wider school community which allow us to include everyone. So
the lower school students very much take part in the Zhi Li Society
just by participating in the activities that we’re running.”
Vicky, one student who is heavily involved in the Zhi Li Society, told
beijingkids: “The Zhi Li Society has had a lasting impact on my future
because as I’m applying to schools to study politics, I wrote about
conflicts in cultures and civilizations and how these shape the world.
I wrote in my application how my experience in the Zhi Li Society, in
such a multicultural environment, helped me to see the world and to
rethink what I want to do in the future.”
Emily, another advocate for the group, said: “It offered me a lot of
opportunities, because many of the events are discussed by everyone
including teachers and parents, but it is mainly run by us, the students.
It has given me a lot of leadership opportunities.”
An international school is a complex ecosystem of identities, which
has to address the needs of students who come from many parts of
the world. At the heart is the paradox that the globally-minded citizens
of the future need to start by having a clear sense of who they are
and where they come from. For children growing up in a culturally
complex environment, this is a challenge; but with careful handling,
helping them rise to this challenge can be empowering and enriching.
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ing students engaged in what they are learning, and able to apply it to
their own lives. Instead of school just being a lengthy and tiring exercise
of rote memorization, kids need to be able to take materials learned in
class and apply them to situations common to their own experience.
When talking about choosing the right teaching materials that align
with the experiences of his students, Mayenberger explained: “Based
on their interests they start using what’s presented in the unit and
transform it, creating connections to their own lives, and with that,
they work on something they want to work with. Though still working
on the unit, they are doing it with people with the same ideas, and it
helps to create a sense of community.”
In addition to the selection of appropriate materials used to teach
throughout different units of a particular subject, students are given
opportunities to dive deeper into ideas of culture and identity outside
the classroom.
“Students learn a lot through the unspoken, and through interactions with each other. After-school activities are very rich experiences
because you are putting the kids together, they’re socializing and
interacting in a way that’s not a traditional classroom environment.
It’s very much real world. Whatever the activity is, they stop thinking
about who they are and where they come from. Actually, when you’re
talking about cultural diversity or cultural education, that’s what you
want. It’s not ‘my friend who’s Chinese’; it’s just ‘my friend’. That’s
exactly what happens through the subconscious and the unspoken,
and it’s really important,” Samkin stated.
At Harrow Beijing, the founding of the Zhi Li Society, a club intent
on injecting more elements of Chinese culture into the school through
a collaborative effort between students, staff, and parents, was inspired
not by the lack of Chinese culture on campus, but by the need to have
more of a student voice in the process of planning these activities.
This need led to the society’s founding last year, in January 2018.
At that time the school was also considering this question, because of
the increased popularity of Harrow among Chinese families, and more
students expressing interest in Chinese culture.
Rosemary Zhao, Assistant Head Mistress of Harrow Beijing said:

ECHO CHAMBER PARENTING

No Specific
Geography Required
By Ember Swift

I

t’s nearly bedtime and my kids are brushing
their teeth. I overhear this discussion from the
bathroom:
“My friend Amelia went to another guojia
(country) and she’s never coming back ever, ever.”
“Oh! Last year, my friend Fuluolong went to Faguo
[France] and he said, uhm, il ne va pas revenir non plus
(he’s not coming back either).”
“Maybe one day we will go away to Canada, Mommy
said.”
“Yeah.”
“Hey, don’t tu (spit) on my side!...””
I’m listening to this from the kitchen, and since
the conversation has deteriorated into an argument,
I know I’ll have to intervene any second. But as I dry
my hands, my thoughts are on the uniqueness of my
children’s “Third Culture” lives.
They are speaking in their particular combination of
three languages. English is their “mother tongue,” or the
language I reinforce as the Anglo Canadian, but Chinese
is their surroundings and the exclusive language of their
grandparents and father. They’re attending the French
international school, so they sometimes bounce into a
partial French sentence, which I find amusing because
of their France-French lilt against my (preferred) Quebecois accent. Nevertheless, with each other, they’re
in a perpetual linguistic dance.
But their lives aren’t just unique because of language. They’re living here in Beijing and, like me,
they deal with the regularity of friend disappearances.
They’re so used to it, it’s just a casual conversation
while brushing their teeth, and I wonder at how this will
impact their abilities to bond with people throughout
their lives. It’s shifted my own instincts around friendship after only a decade of expat living—and not in a
very positive way—so I can only hope that my children
are more resilient than I’ve been.

According to TCK (Third Culture Kid) literature, children who experience a life surrounded by the transience
of ex-patriotism learn to make friends more quickly but
at a lesser depth so that the inevitable disappearance of
these friends hurts less. This knowledge makes me sad
for them. I hope I can always model close friendship
even across distance.
But as I sort out their spitting argument and hustle
them into PJs and eventually bed, I’m also still thinking
about how lucky they are. They’re living a life geared up
to be fully proficient in the world’s two most important
languages: English and Mandarin. They’re also learning
French, which makes them fully proficient in the country
for which they hold a passport, not to mention fairly
versatile globally, as well. What’s not to champion about
knowing a romance language?
But, maybe more important is the consistent exposure to multiple cultures and societies. Our frequent
returns to Canada (specifically Toronto: now deemed
the world’s most diverse city by BBC radio) and their
daily school life in Beijing at an international school that
proudly states that in 2019 they “welcome 50 nationalities,” my kids are living a life incredibly rich in humanity.
The unique upbringing of any TCKs will bring challenges, such as a difficulty finding people to relate to,
perhaps, or a tendency to think from a non-conventional
angle thanks to these different lenses through which
they have perceived the world at these young, impressionable ages; but, these skills and sensitivities—things
that are second nature to them rather than accomplishments—will certainly provide more lift than burden to
their respective futures.
As I tuck my two TCKs into bed, I feel a familiar
comfort: they’ll always have each other. Beijing is home
now, but ultimately, “home” is where your teeth get
brushed, your spitting fights happen, where your loved
ones are. No specific geography required.

About the Writer

Ember Swift is a Canadian musician and writer who has been
living in Beijing since late 2008.
She has a daughter called Echo
(国如一) and a son called Topaz
or “Paz” (国世龙).
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THERE’S NO PLACE
LIKE…HOME?

An Italian mom in Beijing, and a Beijing mom in Tokyo,
talk about raising their kids in a different culture
By Andrew Killeen and Jolie Wu

Alessia Chizzoniti is a busy
woman. She is not only
the founder and director
of Blossom Montessori
Elementary Programme,
but also a doula and purveyor of baby slings under
her Baobaole and Beyond
brand. With the help of
architect husband Luigi
Scorza, she still finds time
to bring up three lively
children: Giosue, aged 7,
Zeno, who’s 5, and 3-yearold Corinna.

really). For kindergarten we based our decision on the children’s happiness, the teachers’ preparation and attitude, and the family
feeling. For the Elementary… that’s the best
school in town! Hahaha!

How old were your children when you
moved? Where do they consider “home”?
Our children were all born here. Beijing is their
home. My eldest child still remembers the old
apartment we used to live in! When asked,
number one said “home is where I can play
piano, relax and do my things.” Number two
gave our whole address… Number three gave
our address, but spelled it wrong!

Which languages do your children speak?
What’s their first language, and what’s
their ability level at other languages?
They speak Italian, English and Chinese. Their
Italian and English are at native speaker level.
Chinese is a second language, though our little
daughter speaks Chinese fluently for her age.
French and Spanish are other languages they
are exposed to, thanks to our many friends,
but definitely not able to speak. They understand enough, though, for the sake of having
fun... the power of play!

Are your children studying at a local or
an international school? What factors
did you take into account when making
this decision?
They are all at Montessori schools. Montessori
education is really important to us (and the
only viable path for us, me being a Montessori grown-up and us all a Montessori family
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What are the pressures on a “third culture kid”?
In Asia, and especially in China I feel, they
will always look different and be perceived as
外国人. I remember once my first child had a

And what are the advantages for them?
Talking about third culture children in Beijing,
definitely being open-minded and exposed to
many different cultures in one place is an advantage. With this, comes being tolerant from
within; being able to accept different points
of view without seeing a problem in it per se.
And not having any imposed taboos, or don’ts.
When do you plan on returning to your
home country? How do your children
feel about it?
We do not plan to return to our (mom and
dad’s) home country. My children consider
mom and dad’s home country as a cool summer vacation where they go visit grandparents
and play on the beach.
Have your children ever talked about
where they expect to live as adults? Has
the experience of being a “third culture
kid” changed them, or the way they see
the world?
They are definitely used to traveling a lot,
and have a “wider” vision of the world. They
had their first flight when they were only a
few days old, and we’ve never stopped. We
all love traveling.
After our road-trip along the East Coast of
Australia in February 2018, our second child
decided he wants to live in Australia, more
specifically on a treehouse on the beach.
Sounds like he has a plan! Our eldest son said
he won’t live here, but he’s not sure where. He
said, it doesn’t really matter because he will
be a famous musician and I’ll get to see him
anyway. Our daughter said she will live somewhere on the beach, possibly in a sandcastle.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF ALESSIA CHIZZONITI'; COURTESY OF WANG

What considerations drove your decision
to move to a different country?
We always wanted to move abroad, although
Asia was not in the picture at all! Then,
chances arose thanks to my husband’s job.

debate with a taxi driver, who asked him where
he was from. My son didn’t understand at first,
then he replied he – of course – is from Beijing.
Needless to say, the taxi driver was expecting
a different answer! The debate became a bit
heated (with a lot of frustration from my child’s
side), then at last my child said, “Whatever
your passport says, mom, that’s because of
you. Not because of me! I’m from here!”

WEST MEETS EAST PARENTING

Wang is a freelancer who founded a
cultural company in Beijing. When she
became pregnant in 2009 she moved to
Tokyo, where her husband Son had been
invited by the Japanese government to
teach tai chi over 30 years ago. Their
daughter Yoyo, 9, was born in Tokyo and
is studying at an international elementary school in Japan, in the third grade.

What considerations drove your decision
to move to a different country?
Because my husband is working in Japan, so
I moved there too in order to live together
with my family.
How old was your daughter when you
moved? Where does she consider “home”?
Yoyo was born in Japan and is now 9 years
old. For her, it is natural to think that her family is in Japan. I also tell her that besides our
“small family” we also have a “big family” in
Beijing, where her grandparents, uncle, aunt,
brother, and sister live. And I try my best to
take her back to China and to the “big family”
atmosphere.
Is your daughter studying at a local or
an international school? What factors
did you take into account when making
this decision?
My child attends an international school in Japan for several reasons: the classes are taught
in English (Japanese people’s pronunciation of
English is not so good); and besides English,
she learns French for an hour a day. So she
can master more languages in a natural way.
Which languages does your daughter
speak? What’s her first language, and
what’s her ability level at other languages?
I only speak Chinese to my child, ever since
she was born. When she attended kindergarten, she started to study Japanese. Because
of her living environment, she thinks Japanese
is the easiest, as if it has already become
her mother language. When I noticed that,
I made it mandatory to speak only Chinese
at home. Including English and French which
she learned at school, she has mastered many
languages. I have a lot of friends around
worrying that their child might be poor at
Japanese, and stressing the importance of
speaking Japanese; that’s why after primary
school their children cannot even speak basic
Chinese. So I am more convinced that it is
better for children to insist on speaking Chinese at home.

What are the pressures on a “third culture kid”?
I don’t think my daughter is under much pressure. I think she possess a strong ability of
adaptation, stronger than adults. Also I don’t
want to underestimate her capacity. Personally I don’t 100 percent agree with “the third
culture”. In Japan, people stress things like
“third culture”, “foreign culture” … from which
we can feel the Chinese are different. I think
this deliberate distinction is the source of pressure, this kind of emphasis makes children feel
unable to unite with others, or even become
isolated. I appreciate more the concept of the
“global village”. With the progress of this era,
international and regional exchanges have
become easier, taking place more and more
smoothly. Although cultural differences do
exist, the shared references and merging of
different cultures will be greater and greater.
For example, Chinese culture has aroused the
world’s interest in the fields of fashion, film,
and literature.
And what are the advantages for them?
Language, the ability of adaptation, and
chances to get in touch with different cultures

and customs.
When do you plan on returning to your
home country? How does your daughter
feel about it?
I don’t have specific plans yet. Now my daughter is still young, and needs my company. I will
be in Japan at least until she attends middle
school. Maybe when she is older, she will have
her own plans. Then I will respect her choice
and then I will have more freedom and space.
Has your daughter ever talked about
where she expects to live as an adult?
Has the experience of being a “third
culture kid” changed them, or the way
they see the world?
She hasn’t mentioned an ideal place to live,
but she likes to travel around. At the moment, she is studying French, so she wants
to visit France. We also wish to live in an
English-speaking country for a while, or let
her to study abroad. Everything is possible.
Everything is uncertain. I believe different
experience makes different people, so the
way people look at the world must be different.
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Parenting
Third
Culture
Kids
What are they,
and how can you help yours?
By Pamela Djima

T

he term Third Culture Kid (TCK) refers to a person who
spends a significant part of their formative years being
raised in a culture that is different from their parents’.
Among TCKs there is often a sense of not really belonging
to the culture of the country that their parents originated from
or the culture in which the family currently resides; hence, the
development of a third culture.
Tanya Crossman is an Australian who spent two years living
as a TCK in America. Since then, she has spent most of her adult
life living in Asia. She is a cross-cultural consultant with over 13
years of experience working with TCKs across the globe. Tanya
frequently facilitates workshops at international schools with the
aim of developing cross-cultural competency and equipping parents and teachers to better support children living cross-culturally.
Tanya is the author of “Misunderstood”, a book that gives a voice
to hundreds of TCKs.
Why did you decide to write this book?
I was struck by how many parents feel guilty and are afraid
that they are doing the wrong thing to their kids. My advice to
parents is: Make the best choices you can with the information
you have. If home is a safe space and you love your kids, that
in itself will be a tremendous help. I wrote this book as a way to
care for the parents, to be able to say, “I’ve spent the last ten
years understanding these kids, let me tell you what I’ve learned.”
I wanted to provide a little bit of insight and supply some helpful
tools to parents who are doing their best. In this book, I’m being
a bridge between parents and children who love each other but
just aren’t seeing eye to eye.
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What should parents know about TCKs?
1. It’s important to understand that experiencing a different
culture as a kid is completely different from experiencing a different
culture as an adult. For a child this is a formative experience that
affects how their world view is formed. Their world view is being
influenced by multiple world views.
2. Only 2% of the 750 people I interviewed for my book said
that they would take back their experience if they could. The rest
of the TCKs said that, overall being a TCK was a good experience.
They said that being a TCK is an important part of who they are
because they have integrated the good and the bad; they have
learned to hold that together so that the bad things don’t make
the whole thing bad.
How can parents support their TCKs?
Something that is extremely helpful for TCKs is creating safe
space where kids can express different aspects of culture and not
have to self-censor. Having a space where they can just be whatever mix they are. When parents are able to do this at home they
get to know their real kids, not an act their kids put on based on
their parent’s cultural expectations.
Choosing when to correct your kids and when to let it be OK
is an important part of this. For example, certain table manners
might be important in public but in our home it doesn’t matter
whether you use chopsticks or a fork or whether you pick up your
rice bowl. It’s important to communicate that, in our home, there
is room for different expressions of cultural preference. It can be
difficult for parents to create this kind of space because it may
mean that their children are not speaking their favorite language

FEATURE PARENTING
or conforming to their cultural way of doing things. And there may be
a point of grief, when you realize your child doesn’t prefer your comfort
food or language and they don’t have the same cultural connections
that you do. It’s important that you don’t try to make your kids fit
into a cultural mold that they aren’t connected to. It’s refreshing for
children to know that home is a place where they can go and relax;
where they don’t have to worry about fitting in or making a mistake
or pronouncing words correctly.
What are some other things parents can do to help?
1. Accept that you can’t fix everything- Parents need to come to
terms with the fact that they cannot protect their kids from everything
and they can’t fix everything. A lot of parents feel the pressure to make
their kids fit in. And so they spend all their time correcting their child’s
pronunciation. And so the child is learning that they have to act this
way for mom. The reality is that your child isn’t going to always fit in
and their accent is going to be different. You can’t fix that, but what
you can do is create a safe space so that when they hit those hard
times they can come home and talk to you about them.
3. Provide access to pop culture and other cultural touch points.
One of the TCKs I interviewed, related how when she was growing up
her grandparents would send her videos of popular TV shows. They
would record them off of the TV specifically for her and then ship them
to her. When she grew up she discovered that a lot of her peers had
memories of watching these same shows with their grandparents and
so that became something that she could relate to. Parents can also
expose their children to certain music and songs that are well known
in their passport culture. Talking about things that are going on is also
important; especially if the passport country is a nation that the global
community is not aware of. Families can make what is going on in their
passport country part of the family’s everyday life.
4. Before commencing university, young people will benefit from
having extra time to just get used to how to live in that culture— It’s
extremely helpful if the young person has an adult who can walk them
through the process of getting set up in that new environment. It
doesn’t necessarily have to be a parent; it can be a relative or family
friend. Moving to a new location and getting settled at university usually necessitates navigating tons of paperwork. Having access to an
adult who is well versed in living in that country can be a tremendous
help. Things such as applying for a drivers license and signing up for
government bursaries or grants can be overwhelming.
5. Be prepared for a delay Sometimes there is a delay; a child might
jump into everything and then a few months later it hits them. And
then there can be outbursts of anger or resentment due to having to
leave the previous country. These outbursts mean that you have created a safe space because your child is showing you how they feel.
Nevertheless, it can be helpful for parents to have people that they
can offload to as they support their kids through their own transition.

Connect with Tanya
Website: www.misunderstood-book.com
WeChat: TCK_Tanya
Twitter: TanyaTCK
Facebook: MisunderstoodTCK
Instagram: MisunderstoodTCK

What TCK work are you currently doing in Beijing?
Most of my work is with international schools who bring me in to
support their communities. I also do public talks from time to time,
and plan to offer some evening and weekend seminars later this year.
In addition to this, I am looking into producing video seminars. Since
moving to Beijing, I’ve started to do a lot of work with Chinese families
whose children are being educated at international schools. Although
these children are being raised in their passport country they are being immersed in a culture that is different from their parents, and so
there is still a level of support that such children require. I also have a
blog that I regularly update with resources related to understanding
and supporting TCKs.
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TCKs Come Home

We talk to three former Third Culture Kids about growing
up in Beijing, and what brought them back as adults
By Andrew Killeen

A

s parents of children growing up
in an international environment,
it’s natural for us to wonder how
their experiences might shape their
future. Very often our children had no part
in the decision to move to Beijing, and we
hope that the advantages, of learning new
languages and gaining a global perspective,
will outweigh the challenges they face.
It might be reassuring then to learn that
some of those former Third Culture Kids return to Beijing as adults. We talked to three
of them, about their experiences of growing
up in the city, and what brought them back
here to work.
Greta Bradford was not only a Beijing kid,
but actually featured in the very first issue of

beijingkids! Back then she was a teen attending the International School of Beijing (ISB).
“I moved to Beijing from Portland, Oregon,
when I was 16,” she told us. “I went to ISB,
and met many friends on the first day! Making friends from so many countries definitely
changed my worldview. The war in Iraq and
Afghanistan were under way and classmates
would frequently discuss or debate the US
role in global politics from many perspectives.
Having friends from different backgrounds has
enriched my empathy and world perspective.”
Lincoln Lin was much younger when he first
came to Beijing. He was born in the US to a
Chinese father and American mother, but as
he told us, things could have been different.
“It was always planned that I would be

born in the States, but mom has harrowing tales of getting over while six months
pregnant.”
He began visiting his father in China when
his parents separated, and his earliest memories of Beijing are dominated by concrete.
“In the US we lived in a regular old brick
house. Then there I was at 5 or 6 in this
massive concrete building, playing with Lego
on a mat… the walls, the ceiling, everything
was concrete.”
For Christian Shepherd, originally from
Milton Keynes in the UK, it’s the memories
of England which stand out as exceptional.
“We came to Beijing to live when I was
4,” he said. “We stayed for two years and
then returned to a village in south England

Milton Keynes
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for a year, when my sister was born, before
returning in 1998 and staying until 2005. My
only clear memories of early childhood living
outside Beijing are from that year. They are
mostly straightforward scenes of country
living: football on the village green, Sunday
lunches at the local pub, building a treehouse
with my stepfather and brothers, that kind
of thing.”
Shepherd studied at the Western Academy
of Beijing, and like Bradford, found international school an enriching experience.
“My friends came from all over. Aside from
fellow Brits, my closest mates over the years
included Russians, Finns, Australians, Germans, South Africans, Japanese, Canadians,
and Americans, among many others. This
meant that I had unusual exposure to different
cultures. In my experience, multiculturalism
is baked into the system for international
schools. I attended Bar-mitzvahs and celebrated Eid. On UN Day, one of the biggest
events of the year, everyone would bring
in home-made dishes that showed off their
country’s cuisine. (I tended to settle for trifle.)”
In another way though, he says that his
worldview was “oddly narrow.”
“Very few, if any, of my friends were actually from China – at the time, it was almost
impossible for Chinese parents to send their
children to Beijing’s international schools – and
they were also almost exclusively from a similar socioeconomic background to my family.
We all went on beach holidays to South East
Asia and skiing holidays in Europe. Everyone
had ayis and drivers. It wasn’t until I went
back to the UK and attended a local state
school that I made friends who lived outside
that bubble.”
Living with his artist father in Beijing and
Yunnan, Lin had a very different style of
education.
“Most of my formal schooling was at
Bethesda, Maryland, but I did a lot of time in
China, over a summer or half a year. I was in
China for all of 7th grade and part of 8th, but
I was either at a Waldorf school, being home
schooled, or learning from martial artists. I
wasn’t enrolled in public school.”
Being divided between two worlds caused
him some problems, but not as many as you
might expect.
“I went from Kindergarten to 12th grade
in the same Waldorf school,” he said, “so my
US friends were largely the same all the way
through. Because I wasn’t always there, I
spent a big chunk of time off the grid. I always
had a few good friends that I could just pick
back up with, but there were times I would
come back and feel totally isolated, especially
if I spent a year or longer away. But I never
felt discriminated against because of race.
Because I look more western-looking, race

Lincoln Lin

was never an issue. It’s always an issue in
China though.”
For Shepherd, on the other hand, returning
home in his teens was a shock, at least at first.
“We moved to a small rural town [Richmond in Yorkshire] and many of my peers
had seen little of the world outside. A number
of my friends had not been abroad before.
Fortunately, I made some very good mates in
high school and got over my reverse culture
shock quite quickly, so by the time I went to
university, I felt more like a Richmonder than

I did a Beijinger.
“At university, the environment was already more mixed. There were a few things
that created a sense of difference. I lacked
some of the shared understanding, like TV
shows or common early childhood experiences, that drew people together. But then I
suspect everyone tends to feel like that to a
degree when they enter a new environment.
I remember hearing similar complaints from
my high school mates about university friends
from southern England, who seemed to them
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Greta Bradford (left)
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Financial Times.”
For Bradford too the IUP proved to be a
route to working in Beijing.
“I went to Oberlin college and studied
Chinese and environmental studies. I never
would have studied Chinese if I hadn’t been
living in Beijing! After I graduated I moved
back to Beijing to study advanced Chinese
at IUP. Then in 2015, a few friends and I got
the crazy idea to start our own video agency.
Relay Video has now been around for three
years, and has offices in Beijing, Shanghai,
and Shenzhen.”
When we asked Lin why he returned to
Beijing, he laughed.
“I never really left!” he said. “I come back
every year. My plans are to continue doing
what I’ve been doing, bouncing back and forth
between China and the US. I’ve worked for big
companies, small companies... I’ve worked in
policy and economic analysis, translating political analysis, then I got a great opportunity
to work for a Chinese startup tech company.
I’d like to become a credible, interesting voice
talking about Chinese-American issues.”
We asked him where he considers “home”.

“It depends who’s asking, where, and why.
I have a racial ambiguity card in my pocket
which makes it easy to walk away from difficult
situations! I identify as someone from Kunming and Beijing. But I usually say Virginia.”
Bradford describes both Beijing and Oregon
as home.
“With a business in Beijing I plan to stay
here for a while,” she said. “Beijing is a city
that continues to inspire me.”
For Shepherd, the answer is simpler.
“Unlike other people who have grown up
abroad, I’m lucky in feeling quite comfortable
simply identifying as British, which I think
came from spending my high school years in
Richmond. My parents are British and it would
frankly be a tad ridiculous if I started claiming
to be Chinese. So I’ve always just said I’m
from the UK, and from Richmond specifically,
given that’s where I have the most memories.
So far the only people that tend to quibble
are real Yorkshire folk, who point out that I
was born in the south. Turns out that some
in Yorkshire are about as prescriptive over
identity as China is...”
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to have totally alien cultural touchstones.”
Shepherd graduated from Oxford University, then returned to China to study for an MA
at Nottingham University’s Ningbo campus.
“My choice to go to Nottingham was partly
an attempt to put off not knowing what I
wanted to do, and also a bridge back to China.
I hadn’t used Mandarin for almost seven years
and I was annoyed – and mildly shocked – to
find how far I had regressed. After my MA, I
attended the Inter-University Language Program (IUP) at Tsinghua for a year, which got
me to a level where I felt mostly comfortable
getting around in Mandarin at work and in
daily life.”
It was his language skills which led to
Shepherd’s current career.
“I decided that I wanted to try journalism,” he said. “It proved a bit harder than I
had imagined – my Mandarin was not nearly
as good as I thought and my understanding
of China was superficial and often just plain
wrong – but I eventually managed, after two
years studying and multiple internships, to
find a job as a journalist. I have covered China
now for nearly four years, at Reuters and the
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RAISING
THIRD
CULTURE
KIDS
Where is home?
By Siana Braganza

A

s foreigners living in Beijing, we are
all too familiar with the feeling of
being uprooted from our countries
of origin, navigating work and family life away from all that we used to know.
We are living amongst cultures and constantly
striving to find our place in the world.
As parents of kids growing up and living
in a foreign culture, we have yet another big
challenge - “How do we cultivate a sense of
home for our kids?”
My family lives amongst four different
cultures at the moment - French, Indian,
Australian and Chinese. My 15-month-old
daughter is a “Third Culture Bǎobǎo” born in
Beijing. She is an Australian citizen, but has
never set foot in her passport country yet.
And so, this is one of the hottest topics on
my mind these days, which I’m sure many of
you ponder over too.
So who is a Third Culture Kid?
According to Tanya Crossman, a TCK expert
and author of the book "Misunderstood", the
term “Third Culture Kid” refers to the three
different types of cultures that a child is
exposed to.
“First cultures are legal cultures - anywhere
you have a passport of permanent residency,”

Crossman says. “Second cultures are geographic cultures - anywhere you have spent
a significant amount of time, or a heritage
culture passed down by a parent. It's quite
common for a TCK to have no overlap between
their first and second cultures - which brings
me to the Third Culture. The Third Culture
is not about where you are from, or where
you have lived, but the shared experiences
of having the first and second cultures that
don't entirely overlap. A TCK is anyone who
grew up in this space, whose understanding
of the world was shaped by living in between
cultures.”
She also says: “Home is a concept that
combines many things: nostalgia, childhood
experiences, familiarity, comfort, security,
family relationships, and more. I don't think it's
essential to have a single place to call home,
or a strictly geographical sense of belonging.
But, I do think that on an emotional level we
all need some sense of home and belonging,
even if the pieces aren't all found in the one
place or community.”
I interviewed two fascinating people with
diverse experiences and insights on the
subject.
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THROUGH THE EYES OF KARINA,
AN EXPAT MOM OF THREE TCKS
Karina Pellegrin, a charming, genuine, and lively woman who
raised a beautiful family of three TCKs (now adults) and has spent
the last 40 years moving around the world, making various countries
their “home” along the way. Her husband’s banking career gave
them the opportunity to travel and live in many different countries
such as Yemen, Thailand, Singapore, South Africa, Italy, and China.
Her kids are now scattered across Milan, Hong Kong, and Beijing,
and they always make it a point to come together and spend quality
time together at least once a year.

What did you love most about living as an expat and
raising TCKs?
I felt that my husband and myself were always made for living this
way. I lost my dad at the age of two, and had to leave the city I was
born in with my family at such an early age. We moved to Corsica
and it was there that I met my Vietnam-born, French husband who
was in a boarding school at the time. We always talked about never
leaving France but when the opportunity came to explore the world,
we took it with open arms.
I loved seeing my children grow up in environments where diversity was the norm. They had friends and classmates from all over the
world, speaking different languages, looking and dressing differently.
This was exciting for me to observe and experience. I believe this way
of life made them “citizens of the world” with openness, adaptability
and inclusion as their natural state.

What were the challenges you faced along the way?
It was sometimes hard for my children to fit into new schools and
countries after a move, especially in non-international environments.
This was always painful for me to watch, and I always told them to
“take care of the newcomers” wherever they went as a way to empathize with and cope with these painful experiences.
Another challenge for me was being okay with the fact that even
though it is easy for them to fit in and live anywhere in the world, they
remain foreigners in their (my) “home country” of France. I think this
bothers me more than it does them.
Schooling was another challenging decision for us. We wanted them
to speak both English and French fluently. We managed to enroll them
in the International French school system wherever we could, which
has a standard curriculum across the world. This helped give them a
sense of consistency and continuity in their studies. All other extracurricular activities were in English.
One of my great achievements that made these challenges worthwhile was taking my granddaughter to the same French school that
I took my daughter to in Hong Kong. It was such a wonderful feeling
of life coming around full circle.
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What is your advice for the current generation of
families raising TCKs?
It’s important to remember that children can be quite conservative and don’t like change as much. We must find ways to give them
consistency and familiarity, whether it is in the form of maintaining a
home environment with the same decor, furniture; keeping family meal
times together; communicating openly about a move and listening to
their thoughts, feelings on family matters.
Remember that each child has their own unique personality, so find
out what gives them a sense of security and safety and try to give it to
them in a way that speaks to them. “Home” is creating that safe and
secure family environment for them to feel good in.
Don’t label them as unique or exceptional. Even though they may
be TCKs, this is natural for them. Enjoy the precious and unique moments with your family as much as possible.

FEATURES

THROUGH THE EYES OF AN ADULT TCK - MIA
and I feel so much closer as a family. I attribute this to all the crazy
shared experiences that nobody else will ever understand, like being
evacuated by military planes from Cambodia, a hippo trying to take
our house down in Zimbabwe, and little things like gorging ourselves
on the mulberry tree in the garden.
We organize family get-togethers at least once a year somewhere
in the world. Geographical distance is a non-issue for us and is never
a reason that keeps us apart.

Where is “Home” for you?

My husband and I, both being TCKs, travel like crazy together.
We don’t consider ourselves to have a single home country, and feel
genuinely at home in various places. We’re starting to think about
where we’ll retire one day and it feels good to be able to choose such
things freely, not being tied down anywhere.

What could your parents have done better?

Mia Livingston is an intriguing, warm, and engaging Swedish-born
TCK with Swedish and Filipino parents. She grew up living in Sweden,
Philippines, Indonesia, and Zimbabwe with her parents and two
siblings, before leaving “home” at the age of 15. Her parents were
initially scientists, and her father worked two to three year contracts
as a development economics consultant. Her mother worked as a
genetics researcher. Even though their lifestyle was challenging at
times, her parents managed to pass down their wanderlust to Mia
and her siblings, and she wouldn’t have wanted it any other way.
She now lives in Beijing as part of her own TCK extended family
with her American husband and four step-children (living in Canada),
traveling around the world to connect with one another every few
months. She shares her wealth of knowledge and experiences to
the world through her work as a writer and psychology researcher,
and her mission is to bring the world a little closer together.

What did you like about being a TCK growing up?
Traveling and moving to new countries was a huge, scary, and
exciting adventure. My parents made the whole world our playground.
There was so much to discover in different countries, while still feeling
safe because my parents took care of all the practicalities.
Initially, I was always against a move – I think children are naturally
risk and change-averse, but I'm very glad that my parents moved with
me anyway.
Through all of our rich and unique experiences, my siblings, parents

I worked much better with some school systems than others. I
thrived in international, British and American school cultures much
more than my Scandinavian one.
At one point, I had to live alone in Scandinavia because there was
no high school where my parents decided to move. That was a really
bad experience for me growing up, as I felt I was too young to leave
home and live away from my family at age 15. I wish I had more say
in the matter during that time.
It was always heartbreaking to leave countries where I had close
friends. This isn't always avoidable of course, but it helps if parents
plan bigger chunks of time in places, staying long enough in one
place so that their child can finish high school or middle school, and
ensuring that the academic continuity stays the same between schools
where possible.
As a child, I was also attached to my toys and keepsakes; these
were among the few constants in my life. I felt that my parents didn't
always respect that and left many things behind. This was traumatizing
for me. Parents should try to be patient with and listen to their child
telling them what's important in their world, and then they can work
together to see how memories and feelings can be honored better.

What is your advice for parents raising TCKs today?

In my opinion, parents of TCKs need to sit down and think carefully
about each of their children’s needs such as what school system might
work best for them. Parents should tell their kids what's going on in
their plans and why, so that kids can understand the big picture better.
I would also add that parents may sometimes discount the value
and meaning of children's friendships, and children may suffer as a
result. Parents should ask:
• How would you like to say goodbye (to your friends/ school/ this
country)?
• Which friends do you value, and how might you stay in touch?
Perhaps the child can go back and visit old friends or their school, a
year after leaving. That way, they can see that friends and memories
are still alive. These days there are TCK support groups online, specialist TCK counsellors, and social media that can help with this too.
As parents, you can't always create the perfect environment, but you
can show them their feelings and concerns matter and that you care.
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Cultural Quotient
How emotional intelligence can help you
adapt to a different culture
By Nicole Bonnah
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hen contemplating an overseas relocation, many
of us plan for an exhilarating journey, expectant of
every emotion from elation, surprise, and suspense
to joy; but perhaps what we do not prepare for are
the challenges that living abroad that can create and compound for
our physical and emotional well-being.
Expat life opens the doors to countless new experiences and
adventures. The opportunity to cultivate friendships with people
from all over the world and expose yourself to new cultures and
customs can easily place you in a position where your mental and
emotional health is neglected or ignored. It is just as easy for the
less positive aspects of living abroad and the stresses that come
with entering a new culture to manifest itself in emotions you may
find difficult to process and handle.
Cultural intelligence, or Cultural Quotient (CQ), refers to a capability to function effectively in culturally diverse settings. Put simply,
the more we are willing and able to accept and understand different
behaviors and expectations within a culture different to our own, the
more positive our experiences and the outcomes of our interactions
will be. But how effective is this as a strategy for good emotional
and mental well-being when living abroad?
Studies have shown that expat depression has become more
common, and that people living abroad have increased anxiety and
stress. In a 2011 comparative study, looking at the mental health
status of expatriates versus US domestic workers, Dr. Sean D. Truman concluded that a life abroad raises a number of risks, stating
that “living overseas as an expatriate conveys risk for stress and
psychological or psychosocial problems that exceed those in populations for individuals living in their home country.”
According to the World Health Organization, “Mental health issues
are among the leading causes of ill health among travellers, and
‘psychiatric emergency’ is one of the most common medical reasons
for air evacuation.” This organization, among others, including the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention, have linked high levels
of stress with frequent travel and expat living.
There are many reasons why expats may suffer more from mental
health issues, such as differences in language, climate, religion, and
customs from their more familiar home environment. The challenges
of having to be completely self-sufficient in a foreign country, separation from friends and family abroad, and exposure to behaviors that
are in complete opposition to our own can all lead to challenges that
have a real and tangible human impact.
We are all human, and need outlets of expression and creativity
and self-care habits that help us to decompress, alleviate stress, and
shape a positive outward and inward perception of self and others.
These factors are related to Emotional Intelligence (EI), which has
been found to be an agent of CQ. Researchers Yi-chun Lin, Angela
Shin-yih, and Yi-Chen Song found that EI was an extremely important factor in the effectiveness of CQ. In 2012 they wrote, “We
found that EI positively moderated the relationship between CQ and
cross-cultural adjustment.”
It is commonly agreed that CQ is related to EI because individuals
with a high CQ tend to be emotionally well-adjusted, process cultural
cues more easily, express their emotions in a more appropriate way,
read others people’s emotions and thoughts more accurately to
interpret cultural meaning, and regulate language according to the
professional or social environment they are interacting in.
These capabilities however are harder to exercise than one might
think, and our motivation to accept differences in behaviors impacts
cross-cultural adjustment. Do you have a high or low tolerance for
certain behaviors that may test your cultural sensibilities – say, like
spitting in public (one of my pet peeves)? I understand that spit-

ting in public is socially acceptable within my current cultural setting;
however my tolerance for it remains low. My unwillingness (motivation)
to tolerate this particular conduct negatively affects my response to it,
which in turn negatively affects my ability to adapt to my surroundings.
Cognitively you may score highly on your understanding of another
person’s culture, and why or why not someone may behave a certain
way, but this does not translate into adapting your responses. Information or knowledge is not enough. It has been determined that one must
have both the ability (most of us have this) and the motivation (this
is where some of us may struggle) to use our knowledge to produce
culturally appropriate responses.
So what can one do to improve improve one’s cultural adaptation
journey, while still maintaining a sense of self and personal conviction
concerning etiquette, behaviors, and customs? These simple tips can
help relieve stress, and promote a well-balanced attitude towards
cultural adaptation by taking a proactive approach to improving our
CQ and EI.

Build personal relationships
with people different from you
This may seem obvious, yet is perhaps one of the most challenging
steps. Someone who offers a different perspective concerning particular customs and attitudes can lead to a better understanding of the
environment around us, but can have an even wider impact in helping
us better understand the diverse world in which we live.
Try avoiding spending too much time around those who are intrinsically similar to yourself; although this kind of relationship makes
for like-minded bliss and can be a stress reliever when needing to
express shared experiences, these friendships in the long run will not
challenge any preconceptions you may have concerning encounters
with difference.

Replace stress-trigger errands
with alternative options
When I first moved to China, going to the shopping mall used to
fill me with complete dread. I lived in a small northern community and
the everyday errand of topping up on groceries put me in the front
line of behaviors that would cause me stress. I would leave the mall
frustrated and often without my complete shopping list. I decided for a
long while to bypass my daily or weekly top up at the supermarket with
a click and scan, and opted for online grocery shopping. I no longer
do this as often as I used to, but this small decision to put my sanity
first saved me from a lot of stress-induced frustration.
Everyday activities can soon turn into wearying chores. Try and
seek out alternative options. Some options may mean spending a little
more than you usually would; for example, I know of people who have
decided to use a small percentage of their income to hire a personal
driver for work. This may seem extreme, but in some circumstances,
and mostly used temporarily, making these kinds of decisions can be
a self-care mechanism when dealing with stress-trigger situations.

Exercise
Moving more is essential to making positive changes in life, from
healing a broken heart to transforming yourself. Including exercise
into your daily or weekly routine will not only help you relieve stress
but often introduces you into a world where new friends, skills, and
haunts can be discovered. One of the most awesome aspects of living
in a city like Beijing are the many exercise clubs, groups, and studios
either accessible on your doorstep or not too far from your stomping
ground. Join up and join in to sweat those stresses away.
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Take up a culturally diverse
or challenging hobby
Fancy trying your hand at calligraphy, watercolor painting, mooncake baking or Chinese cooking? Whatever culture-hobby takes your fancy, go ahead
and try something new. Learn more about the history behind the craft and
skill of your choosing and take a friend, or even better, make a new one while
you’re at it. Learning a new skill is always rewarding but consciously choosing
to participate in a culturally different or diverse pastime will no doubt help
you to find a new appreciation and understanding of a culture unfamiliar to
your own. This will only work if you throw yourself into it, so bring bundles
of enthusiasm and be open to something new.

Pamper yourself once in a while
There’s no stress reliever like a little pampering. After a day (or week)
of failed cultural adaptation, you may need to rub and click the stress away
with a massage, get your nails or hair done, treat yourself to a posh meal, or
book yourself in for a facial. Pampering doesn’t need to have a hefty price tag
attached to it. A walk to your local park with your favorite book or magazine
will do just as good a job. Get together with a friend, pop some popcorn and
watch a movie or catch up on some well-earned sleep. Relaxation is simply
doing something outside of your regular routine and comes in many different
forms. Relax, breathe, and welcome in new perspectives.

Immerse yourself in
culturally new environments
Above I encourage you to replace stress-trigger errands with alternative
options to avoid some environments or situations that cause stress or frustration. However, challenging your cultural adaptation capabilities by putting
yourself in environments where you are required to be around people different
to you and surroundings that challenge your thinking and attitude towards
‘otherness’ can be a big step in achieving better CQ and developing your EI.
These new environments can be anything from a Chinese language class to
a book club that focuses on Chinese literature or content. Go to a restaurant
that is frequented by locals. Deny yourself a couple of trips to western-geared
social spaces and opt for more of a local experience. This may be a challenge
at first, but you’ll be surprised at what or who you might find when you live
outside of your comfort zone.

Is your Mandarin failing you?
Try adapting your language and tone
It’s amazing what doesn’t need to get lost in translation, when you adapt
your language according to the needs of the individual you’re speaking to. I
will ask for assistance or an item in what I think is simple, idiotproof English,
only to be side-eyed by the husband who will in turn do a much better job
of getting the salt I need to the table or the ice I need for my water. Why?
It really is as simple as discarding anything that resembles colloquial dialect,
simplifying your sentences into one or two words that better directs someone
to your need, and adjusting your tone to one which resembles that being
used by the person you’re trying to communicate with. The expectation or
assumption shouldn’t be that everyone should speak English or can, but that
in some circumstances a person with limited English may be able to assist
you if you try one or all of the above!
However you go about improving your CQ and developing your EI, its
importance in helping you to culturally adapt is undeniable. Traveling and
living abroad is an unforgettable experience, but let it be unforgettable for
all the right reasons. Thrive in a space where you are both comfortable and
challenged and remember there is more that connects us than separates us.
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House of Knowledge Welcomes
Giulietta Welman as Early Years Principal

House of Knowledge (HoK) welcomes Ms. Giulietta Welman as the
Early Years Principal of their Shunyi and Chaoyang Park campuses.
She is responsible for the academics, teachers’ training, and daily
management across both campuses. Giulietta is from South Africa, and
she has been an educator for over 18 years, both as a teacher and
principal - predominantly in Early Years and Elementary. In regards to
accepting the position, Ms. Welman stated, “I am looking forward to this
journey with House of Knowledge as Principal of Early Years, to create
the highest level of education and joy in this dynamic environment.”

Harrovians Return to Harrow Beijing

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF BSB SANLITUN, BWYA, HARROW BEIJING, AND HOK

On March 21, Harrow alumni Yoyo W. and Hansen K. came back
to school to share with Year 12 students about the differences
between studying in the UK compared to the US. After graduating
from Harrow in 2014, Yoyo and Hansen went to the University of
Oxford and Northeastern University for further studies, respectively.

Welcoming the New
Principal of the Secondary School Department of
Daystar Academy

Daystar Academy announced that Daniel
Williams will be the new principal of Daystar
Academy secondary school starting July,
2019. Mr. Williams currently serves in the
secondary school division of Singapore International school in Suzhou as Vice Principal
of teaching. From 2010 to 2016, he was the
director of A-level at Suzhou Dulwich International high school. Mr. Williams is experienced in the field of international education
and academic courses in leadership, and
management expertise. Through his leadership, the academy hopes that their students
will strive to make a positive contribution in
improving the world.

DCB Robotics Team Wins
Rookie Award in US Competition

On March 15, Dulwich College Beijing students from Years 8
to 12 competed in the FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) Midwest Regionals in Chicago. Representing DCB, Team Helion
outperformed expectations for their first ever competition,
and came away with an award for the Highest Rookie Seed.
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The Circuit is a chance to check out what’s happening in the Beijing community. Want to see
your event on these pages?
Intangible Cultural Heritage Experience at Beijing No.55
High School
On March 29, teachers and students from Beijing No.55 High School
International Students Section went to Daoxianghu Intangible
Cultural Heritage Science City. They experienced the intangible
cultural heritage project and were impressed by the site. The activity
was enjoyable and left the students with a deep appreciation of
Chinese civilization and traditional culture.

We All Scream for Ice Cream at Beijing City International
School
As part of their studies on innovation, Beijing City International School
(BCIS) students decided to hold a pop-up store for three consecutive
days, selling sweet frozen treats to excited and happy ES students for
a charitable cause.
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Send an email with the date of your event, a brief description, and
high-resolution photos (at least 1MB each) to webeditor@beijing-kids.com by June 12

2019 Harrow Ducker
On March 28, Harrow Beijing held its annual Harrow Ducker at
both it’s Main Campus and City Campus. As a traditional running
race, the Harrow Ducker commemorates the contribution of John
Lyon, the founder of Harrow School.

Around the World at BWYA
On March 22, Beijing World Youth Academy (BWYA) Primary School
embraced their cross-cultural spirit for their “International Day.”
With assistance from the PTA, the classrooms were decorated in
many different countries’ styles, and diverse cultural cuisines were
also served as students played games and explored new cultures
together.
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ISB Hosts APAC Track and Field
The International School of Beijing (ISB) hosted the APAC Track
and Field tournament on the weekend of April 13 and 14. The event
welcomed students from six other schools to compete and test
their speed, strength, and agility in traditional running, throwing,
and jumping events. The ISB boys team placed second, and the
girls team placed fourth overall.

83 DCB Students in London for Dulwich Olympiad
Eighty-three Dulwich College Beijing (DCB) students participated in
the week-long Dulwich Olympiad in London this past March, which
celebrated 400 years of Dulwich College. More than nine hundred
students from eleven Dulwich schools engaged in art, music, drama,
and sports in venues such as the prestigious Queen Elizabeth Hall,
and the Olympic Pool and Track.
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University Fair at British School of Beijing , Shunyi
The British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB Shunyi) hosted the
“Beijing International Schools’ Spring University Fair.” Hundreds of
students and parents met 95 University Admissions representatives
from around the world who helped to inform students at BSB and
the larger Beijing Community about their many future possibilities.

G10 Personal Project Exhibition at Canadian International School of Beijing
This year, Canadian International School of Beijing (CISB) held its
G10 Personal Project Exhibition to much success. Students were
given the opportunity to challenge themselves and all participants
deserve to be proud of their hard work.
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The Fourth Reading Week of House of Knowledge
During the first week of March, House of Knowledge (HoK) held
its fourth annual Reading Week. During this year’s event, House
of Knowledge held fun and interactive activities, games, role
playing activities, and field trips across its three campuses- Shunyi,
Chaoyang Park, and Xinglong.

Supporting the Children of Stars on World Autism Day at
Beijing BISS International School
A public welfare event entitled “Just Like You” at Beijing BISS
International School was held recently with the aim of raising public
awareness about autism. The money raised from the auctioning of
paintings submitted for the event will be allocated to autistic artists
and for the rehabilitation of autistic people through the China Social
Welfare Foundation.
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Easter Fashion Show at Journey Academy of Beijing
Recently, students at Journey Academy of Beijing dressed up for
a fashion show with Spring themed costumes to display their
interesting fashion sense. Following the show, teachers and students
also celebrated the Easter holiday together.

Building a Love of Reading at YCIS Beijing
Yew Chung International School of Beijing recently celebrated
Literacy Week, a festival of reading, literature, and storytelling. As
part of their Literacy Week celebrations, the school hosted visiting
authors including: Paul French, Curtis Jobling, Martin Kiszko, and
Antoinette Portis.
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FAMILY FAVORITES
The Element of Bonding with the Yates Family
Text by Andy Penafuerte III, photo by Uni You
No. 1 house rule:

Dad’s personal mantra:

When we leave Beijing, we’ll miss…

House chore that my kid enjoys:

H

Favorite family ritual:

ow to best describe the Yates family? Always bonding! Dad Brandon is from
Indiana, US and a chemist by profession. He teaches the wonders of science to
the high schoolers of Beijing City International School (BCIS). His wife Maria,
who hails from the sunny city of Iligan in the Philippines, brings smiles to the
kindergarteners of LiMai Chinese American International Preschool. Their 6-year-old princess
Calliope is on the same wavelength as her parents: always cool and always having fun!
Our shopping haven in Beijing is…

In five words, Beijing is…

During the weekends, we are…
Calliope’s favorite subject in school:
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We love Beijing because:

We know that Family Favorites is not just
your usual beijingkids column: it’s very
personal and every moment captured during our photo shoots is a treasure for the
families who grace this page! Want your
family to be featured here? Email us at
webeditor@beijing-kids.com.

